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Optical fibers have been mostly used in fiber optic communications, imaging
optics, sensing technology, etc. Fiber optic sensors have gained increasing attention for
scientific and structural health monitoring (SHM) applications. In this study, fiber loop
ringdown (FLRD) sensors were fabricated for scientific, SHM, and sensor networking
applications.
FLRD biosensors were fabricated for both bulk refractive index (RI)- and surface
RI-based DNA sensing and one type of bacteria sensing. Furthermore, the effect of
glucose oxidase (GOD) immobilization at the sensor head on sensor performance was
evaluated for both glucose and synthetic urine solutions with glucose concentration
between 0.1% and 10%. Detection sensitivities of the glucose sensors were achieved as
low as 0.05%.
For chemical sensing, heavy water, ranging from 97% to 10%, and several
elemental solutions were monitored by using the FLRD chemical sensors. Bulk indexbased FLRD sensing showed that trace elements can be detected in deionized water.

For physical sensing, water and cracking sensors were fabricated and embedded
into concrete. A partially-etched single-mode fiber (SMF) was embedded into a concrete
bar for water monitoring while a bare SMF without any treatment was directly embedded
into another concrete bar for monitoring cracks. Furthermore, detection sensitivities of
water and crack sensors were investigated as 10 ml water and 0.5 mm surface crack
width, respectively.
Additionally fiber loop ringdown-fiber Bragg grating temperature sensors were
developed in the laboratory; two sensor units for water, crack, and temperature sensing
were deployed into a concrete cube in a US Department of Energy test bed (Miami, FL).
Multi-sensor applications in a real concrete structure were accomplished by testing the
six FLRD sensors.
As a final stage, a sensor network was assembled by multiplexing two or three
FLRD sensors in series and parallel. Additionally, two FLRD sensors were combined in
series and parallel by using a 2×1 micro-electromechanical system optical switch to
control sensors individually. For both configurations, contributions of each sensor to two
or three coupled signals were simulated theoretically. Results show that numerous FLRD
sensors can be connected in different configurations, and a sensor network can be built up
for multi-function sensing applications.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Ab optical fiber is an elastic and transparent material made of silica (glass) or
plastic. An optic fiber conveys light as a waveguide [1]. Therefore, optical fibers are
mostly used in telecommunications because fiber optic cables can transfer data with low
loss and over long distances. Fiber optic cables also have immunity to electromagnetic
interference when they are compared to metal wires. Optical fibers have gained
increasing attention in sensing technology for over the last 40 years [2]. Fiber optic
sensors (FOSs) play an influential role in many applications, such as physical, chemical,
biomedical sensing and in different areas, such as health structure monitoring and sensor
networking. This study is focused on physical, chemical, and biological applications of
fiber loop ringdown (FLRD) sensors and FLRD sensor networks. Chapter I explains
FOSs and their advantages, cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS) and FLRD techniques,
FLRD sensing mechanisms, and the FLRD system components.
1.1

Fiber Loop Ringdown (FLRD) Sensors
A fiber optic sensor (FOS) system basically consists of a section of optical fiber, a

photodetector, a light source, and electronic devices that may include a pulse generator,
temperature and current controllers, an oscilloscope, and a computer. Optical fibers
transmit light based on the total internal reflection (TIR) principle [3]. The light is guided
1

through the core of the fiber due to this phenomenon. An optical fiber consists of fiber
core which has a smaller refractive index (RI), n1 and the fiber cladding which has a
larger RI, n2. The cladding RI must always be larger than the core RI for light
propagation inside the core with TIR. Whenever light hits the boundary of any two
different media which have two different RIs and the incidence angle is bigger than the
critical angle, the light will be confined to the first method. This can be explained by
Snell’s law (θc= sin-1 [n2/n1]) [4]. The basic principle of a FOS system is to measure
electromagnetic energy loss or a light frequency shift due to a sensing event which is to
be sensed. The former may be called intensity-domain sensing and the latter is often
referred to as frequency-domain sensing technique. FLRD, however, is a new timedomain sensing. In FLRD, a light pulse from a laser source is coupled into a fiber loop.
When the light source is shut off rapidly, the coupled light travels many round trips inside
the loop. In each round trip, the photodetector receives a small portion of the light
through a fiber coupler, and the rest of the light continues to travel inside the loop and
experiences internal fiber transmission losses. The signal observed by the detector is a
series of spikes whose envelope decays exponentially in time. The decay constant is
called the ringdown time and it is the sensing signal of the FLRD technique. As a timedomain sensing technique, FLRD measures ringdown times to sense a parameter or a
quantity.
Fundamentally, FOSs can be utilized as intrinsic and extrinsic sensors. In intrinsic
sensors, the optical fiber itself is used as a sensor for measurement of quantities after
some modifications on the fiber, such as etching and chemical coating. On the other
hand, in extrinsic sensors, processing of a light signal is the key factor for detection. After
2

light leaves the fiber and comes back to the fiber in one of several ways, such as
reflection of the light, blocking the light, etc., the signal is processed to measure shift or
loss [5, 6]. Figure 1.1 represents the basic working principle of the two types of sensors.
Part (a) of the figure shows an illustration of an extrinsic sensor system. A signal comes
through the input fiber into the “box”, and its feature(s) such as intensity, wavelength,
phase, phase angle, etc. change/s inside the box due to outside sensing activity. Later, the
signal is sent to the detector or to any equipment to be processed through an output fiber.
In part (b) of the figure, an intrinsic sensor system is represented. The signal travels
through the fiber core, and one or some of the features change due to sensing activity
which occurs directly on the fiber. Five types of intrinsic sensors are available: the first is
based on phase-shift or wavelength-shift due to time delay [7-9]. When utilizing a special
fiber optic sensor, such as a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensor, wavelength or phase-shift
can be detected. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer, which has two interferometer arms
that detect phase shift of light propagation, is employed for detection of different physical
quantities, including pressure, temperature, etc. [10]. The second type is polarimetric
sensors which are based on measurement of polarization change. The source must be
monochromatic and polarized for a polarimetric sensor. The polarization change is a
change of birefringence in the fiber due to the measured physical event [11]. A low-cost
polarimetric pressure sensor, based on the coupling between two polarized modes in a
standard telecommunication fiber, has been fabricated and operated [12]. The third type
of intrinsic sensors measures spackle change in pattern. Projected light from the fiber has
a distinctive pattern. For example, vibrations and their parameters are detected by
observing output spackle pattern from a multimode optical fiber [13]. The fourth type of
3

sensors is based on color modulation, which needs two detectors to measure color change
of the light. The fifth type of sensors uses microbending to obtain light attenuation. All
types of sensors aforementioned need complicated optic and electronic equipment.
In extrinsic fiber optic sensors, a fiber optic cable, generally a multi-mode fiber
(MMF), is employed to convey processed light from a sensor to a transmitter. The main
advantage of extrinsic sensors is their ability to reach unreachable places, such as aircraft
jet engines, to measure temperature [14] or other parameters. Extrinsic sensors are also
very good in measuring signals with less noise. The review paper from Yao on fiber-optic
extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometric sensors explains extrinsic sensors working
principles very well [15].

Light Modulator
(a)

Output
Signal

Input
Signal

Environmental
Signal

(b)

Input
Signal

Output
Signal

Sensing Event

Figure 1.1

Illustration of two types of fiber optic sensors.

(a) Extrinsic sensors; light comes to a “box”, is modulated inside the “box” depending on
sensing activity, and is sent to a detector, and (b) intrinsic sensors; light travels through
the fiber and light intensity is modulated depending on sensing activity.
4

FOSs have been applied for sensing physical quantities, such as pressure [16-18],
force [19], crack [20], temperature [18, 21], acoustics [22], strain [23], humidity [24], etc.
FOSs are also applicable for chemical measurements, such as gas analysis [25],
concentrations of various elements in liquids [26] (i.e., iron, cobalt, magnesium, etc.), and
biomedical applications, such as detection of bacteria, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [27],
and glucose in fluids [28]. FOSs can be classified by their applications, such as physical,
chemical, and biomedical sensors (biosensors).
The evanescent field-fiber loop ringdown (EF-FLRD) technique [29] is used to
measure optical loss in terms of ringdown time, which is based on RI-based
measurements. Each medium has a different RI. Therefore, the response of a sensor in
terms of ringdown time becomes different whenever the medium around the sensor head
changes.
In this study, EF-FLRD sensors made from single-mode fibers (SMF) have been
developed to detect several quantities and parameters by applying the evanescent field
(EF) sensing mechanism in which optical loss is measured in terms of ringdown time.
1.2

Advantages of Fiber Optic Sensors
Due to their advantages, FOSs have been widely used to sense various quantities

such as strain, pressure, temperature, cracks, chemical species, biological cells, small
volume of fluids, etc. FOSs offer numerous advantages such as:
 Immunity to electromagnetic interference
 No electrical disturbance for other devices
 No risks of electric sparks because no electrical cable
 Safe in explosive and flammable area since they are electrically insulated
5

 Small size and light weight
 Common technology base, construction for sensing several quantities
(temperature, acoustic, pressure, gas trace, organic molecules, cells, etc.)
 High data transfer capacity at high bandwidth
 No contamination or corrosion because they are chemically passive
 Wide operating temperature range (- 60 oC to 85 oC)
 Geometric versatility, configurable in any shape
 High sensitivity and low cost
 Integration capability to setup a sensor network
Although they have many advantages, FOSs are fragile. To use in harsh
environments effectively and for long periods of time, FOSs must be chemically coated
or covered with a protective material. Due to their fragility, special skills and extra
caution are also needed to work on FOSs. Expensive components, such as transmitters
and receivers may be needed in some works [30].
1.3

Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy and Fiber Loop Ringdown Techniques
FLRD is a relatively new sensing technique evolved from the cavity ringdown

spectroscopy (CRDS) technique [31]. In FLRD, optical loss of a light pulse inside a fiber
loop is measured by the decay time constant of the light intensity. Fundamentally, FLRD
measures time in order to detect a quantity. Therefore, FLRD is a time-domain sensing
technique. The FLRD technique offers high sensitivity, fast response, and near-real time
monitoring due to the multi-pass feature of the light inside the loop.
To understand the FLRD concept in detail, the CRDS technique should be
explained first. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic illustration of the CRDS concept. A CRDS
6

system consists of two highly reflective mirrors (≥99%), a laser source, a photodiode
detector, and an oscilloscope. A small portion of a laser pulse, which is sent from the
laser source to the first highly reflective mirror, is transferred into the cavity. The cavity
is the distance between two face-to-face highly reflective mirrors. The small amount of
light travels between the mirrors back and forth, resulting in exponential decay of the
light intensity due to loss of the light intensity through each mirror during each round
trip. Each small fraction of the light is captured by the photodetector, and the ringdown
decay waveform is shown on an oscilloscope. The light intensity inside the cavity follows
an exponential decay, and the decay constant, “ringdown time”, is given by

|

,

|

(1.1)

where d is the cavity length, c is the speed of light, and R is the reflectivity of the mirrors.
For high reflective mirrors, R≈1 [32],

.

(1.2)

CRDS has been used for weak absorption measurements, but now has become a mature
technique for trace gas analysis and sensing [33].
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Transferred beam from the second high reflective mirror is collected by the photodetector
and sent to an oscilloscope to observe ringdown curve.
The FLRD technique, evolved from the CRDS technique, has become a timedomain sensing technique for fabrication and development of FOS and sensor networks.
If a FLRD system and a CRDS system are compared to each other in terms of system
equipment similarities, a fiber loop of typically 120 m can be considered as the cavity
length, and two couplers are like the high reflective mirrors, as shown in Figure 1.3.
When a laser pulse from the laser source is coupled into the fiber loop and the source is
shut off rapidly, the pulse travels many round trips inside the fiber loop. In each round
trip, its intensity decreases due to the internal optical transmission loss in the loop and
optical loss at the sensor head, and the coupling and insertion losses in the couplers. A
small fraction of the light is sent to the photodetector during each round trip, and the rest
of the light keeps traveling inside the loop, resulting in an exponential decay over time.
The photodetector sends signals to the oscilloscope, and the oscilloscope displays a
ringdown decay waveform.
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Transferred light through the second coupler is collected by the photodetector and sent to
the oscilloscope to observe ringdown curve. a) The sensor head before etching in 48%
HF solution. b) The sensor head after etched in 48 % HF solution. Small spikes on the
sensor head show evanescent waves dispersing from the core to outer medium.
Surrounding area of the waves is called “Evanescent Field”.
The sensor head is fabricated by etching a small section of the fiber in a 48%
hydrofluoric (HF) acid solution for 33-34 min. after plastic jackets have been removed.
Two fiber ends are spliced. A detailed explanation of the etching process has been
presented elsewhere [34].
For the EF-FLRD principle, after a light pulse is injected into a fiber loop, the
light pulse travels inside the fiber loop many round trips. A small fraction of the light
pulse is transferred to a photodetector through a fiber coupler during each round trip, and
the rest of the light keeps traveling inside the fiber loop, experiencing an internal
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transmission loss. The output signal observed by the photodetector can be modeled by
[16, 17]

,

(1.3)

where I is the light intensity at time t where we assume the time equals zero when the
light source is shut off and a light pulse is injected into the loop, L is the total length of
the fiber loop, c is the speed of light in vacuum, n is the average refractive index of the
fiber loop, and A is the total fiber transmission loss of the light in each round trip. The
total fiber transmission loss includes the fiber absorption loss, the fiber couplers’
insertion loss, and the fiber scattering loss, and A is expressed as
A

,

(1.4)

where α is the wavelength dependent absorption coefficient for the fiber core material
with units of, e.g., cm-1, E is the total insertion loss of the fiber couplers, and γ is the total
fiber scattering loss. The solution of Equation (1.3) gives an exponential decay behavior
of the light intensity observed by the photodetector;

.

(1.5)

Equation (1.5) shows that the EF-FLRD technique measures the light intensity
decay rate, not the absolute intensity change, ΔI. Therefore, measurement of A is
insensitive to incident light intensity, I0, fluctuations. The time required for I to drop to
1/e of I0 is referred to as the ringdown time, τ0. Ringdown time is given by

(a)
(1.6)
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(b)

.
.

(1.7)

The total transmission loss, A, is a constant for a given EF-FLRD sensor which
may be a pressure, temperature, strain, or crack sensor. Equation (1.6b) defines the round
trip time, tr, of the laser beam inside the loop. The total transmission loss is calculated by
the physical parameters of the sensor, such as the fiber absorption loss, the fiber couplers’
insertion losses, the refractive index, and the fiber length. Obviously, if the optical loss of
the fiber is lower, the decay time constants, τ0, will be longer. Whenever an external
action, such as pressure, strain, or absorption, happens at any section of the sensor head
of the fiber loop, an additional optical loss, B, will be considered to calculate the new
ringdown time, τ, given by Equation (1.7). From Equations (1.6) and (1.7), we have:

.

(1.8)

Equation (1.8) stands for the principle equation of the EF-FLRD technique, and it
implies a change in a sensing activity. Equation (1.8) is obtained by measuring τ0 which
is the ringdown time when there is no sensing activity and τ which is the ringdown time
when there is a sensing activity. Equation (1.8) clearly indicates that the activity induced
optical loss, B, has a linear relationship with the left hand side of Equation (1.8), (1/τ–
1/τ0). When only EF-FLRD sensors are considered, B is from EF-induced optical loss.
Otherwise, B will be optical loss due to any FLRD sensing activity, such as bending, gas
absorption etc.
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The detection sensitivity of EF-FLRD sensors for biological and chemical
applications is characterized in the same way by the minimum detectible EF-induced
optical loss. On the other hand, the detection sensitivity of the EF-FLRD sensors for
physical applications is characterized by determining sensing activities such as bending
loss, mechanical deformation, etc. From Equations (1.8) and (1.6b),
∆

∆

,

(∆

(1.9)
(1.10)

where tr is the round trip time and m is the number of round trips. Hence, the minimum
detectible optical loss Bmin, which is defined as the 1σ detection limit, is given by

,

(1.11)

where στ is the 1σ standard deviation of the ringdown time. στ / τ is a value of typical
minimum detectible change in light intensity, ΔI/I0, which can be determined
experimentally, and generally is of the order of 10-3. For pressure sensors, B in Equation
(1.8) can be expressed as:
,

(1.12)

where F=PS is an external force on the sensor, S is the interaction area with the sensor, β
is the force-induced loss coefficient, and l is the length of the fiber contacts with applied
force. Comparing Equation (1.8) and (1.12) gives the ringdown time measurement for
pressure sensing:

(1.13)
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where k is a constant which is cβl/nL. From Equations (1.4), (1.12), and (1.13), we can
calculate ringdown time when an external force is applied on the sensor when A is very
small and using first order approximation:
1

.

(1.14)

γ is negligible for low scattering loss. Equation (1.14) explains that the measured
ringdown time has a linear relation with the applied force [16, 17].
For cracking sensors, a sensor head is made of a section of bare SMF. When a
part of the sensor head (SMF) has a stretch of ΔL, a loss of αΔL will be created.
Therefore, Equation (1.6a) can be modified as
∆
∆

.

(1.15)

When stretches are on the order of millimeters, the stretches can be ignorable as
compared with the typical 120 m fiber loop length and the resulting optical loss is much
smaller than the total optical loss of the fiber loop. Using the first order approximation,
we can modify Equation (1.15) as
1

∆

.

(1.16)

Equation (1.16) shows the relationship between stretch length and measured
ringdown time [20].
1.4

Sensing Mechanisms
Several different sensing mechanisms have already been demonstrated for various

scientific and industrial applications. Chemical coatings or EF scattering and/or
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absorption or combined with any optical components, i.e., a long period grating (LPG) or
FBG, are utilized for biomedical/biological sensing [27, 28, 34-38]. Various absorptionbased sensing mechanisms, such as fluorescence-, direct-, EF absorption-, and capillary
electrophoresis-based sensing mechanisms, are employed for fiber optic chemical sensors
[39-45]. Thermal expansion-, mechanical deformation-, and interferometric-based
sensing are used for fiber optic physical sensors: for instance FBG temperature and strain
sensors and Fabry-Perot interferometric (FPI) temperature and pressure sensors [46-51].
All sensing techniques have been studied to improve some or all properties of the FOSs,
such as sensitivity, reliability, selectivity, etc.
For intensity based FOSs, detection of signal loss plays the key role. The signal
experiences losses under applied force that bends the fiber and causes attenuation of the
signal. Another way for signal attenuation is absorption or scattering of the signal from a
target. Several sensing mechanisms, such as microbending loss, EF absorption, etc., can
generate induced optical loss. One of the intensity-based FOSs is the microbend sensors
which are based on the principle that microbends cause an attenuation of the transmitted
light [52]. A fiber optic microbend sensor application for strain monitoring has been
studied by Luo et al. [53]. A section of optical fiber is placed between two plates with a
teeth platform to produce microbend losses for strain measurements. Another type of
intensity based FOSs is the EF sensors which utilizes light intensity. Propagating light
inside the core of the fiber attenuates from the core to the cladding and experiences loss
due to refractive index difference of each media, which is called EF scattering. In
addition to EF scattering, sensing can be performed by removing cladding from a section
of the fiber and using a light source that wavelength of the light can be absorbed by the
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chemical to be detected, resulting in a measurement of chemical concentration by change
of the light intensity [52]. Sekimoto et al. developed an optical-fiber hydrogen sensor
which utilizes the absorption change of the EF in the clad region [54].
For wavelength modulation-based FOSs, fluorescence sensors and FBG sensors
are the most popular ones. Fluorescence sensors are mostly used in biomedical
applications and chemical sensing [55-57], and utilize fluorescent molecules to interact
with the target to generate signal [58]. For example, light travels through a fiber to a
probe of a fluorescent material. After the fluorescent signal is caught by the fiber, the
signal is sent to the demodulator for processing [59]. FBG sensors are commonly used for
sensing of physical quantities, such as strain, temperature, etc. [60-62]. The FBG sensing
technique detects a wavelength shift. Changing temperature changes the refractive index
of the fiber core and the grating period of the FBG sensor head, resulting in a Bragg
wavelength shift.
For phase modulated FOSs, the change of a light phase is utilized for detection.
The light is separated into two fiber legs: while one leg reaches to the sensing medium,
and the light experiences a phase shift in this leg, the other leg stays parallel to the first
leg and is separated from the sensing medium. The second leg is also used as a reference.
Recombination of the lights will provide interference. The most common interferometers
are Mach-Zhender, Michelson, and Fabry-Perot interferometers [5, 63-65].
For polarization modulated FOSs, electric field direction of the light is considered
as a polarization state of the light. There are several polarization states, such as linear,
circular, and elliptical polarization states. Polarimetric sensors use output polarization
states as a detection scheme. Pressure induced polarization coupling has been studied and
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temperature desensitization of the sensor output signal is presented based on the principle
of polarization-rotated reflection [66]. For biological sensing, EF scattering supplies very
accurate and reliable results because the EF scattering technique has high sensitivity and
fast response. Besides the EF scattering technique, chemical coating is another effective
way to achieve chemical and biological sensing. Coating the sensor head with a chemical
makes the sensor more selective and/or more sensitive. For example, when etched SMF
was used to sense DNA samples in a solution by the EF sensing technique, the sensor
was coated with a chemical to observe the selective response of the sensor to different
DNA samples [27].
For chemical sensing, the EF absorption technique has also been used to detect
organic compounds in solutions. For example, organic compounds in aqueous solutions
are determined by using a quartz glass fiber with a polysiloxane cladding. Absorption of
EF by organic species at the interface of the core and the cladding were measured when
the EF penetrates into the cladding [67]. In another study, an EF absorption sensing
technique in liquid solutions was presented by Su et al. [68] by using a microstructured
photonic crystal fiber (PCF). They investigated the effects of solution concentration,
detection directions, and PCF length on the absorption sensitivity.
For physical sensing, the wavelength shift technique is one of the most used
techniques to measure temperature or other physical quantities. Commercially available
FBGs are often used to fabricate FGB sensors. The FBG sensing principle is that
wavelength shift resulting from a change in temperature is recorded. Besides temperature
measurements, mechanical distortion is another physical measurand. A plastic jacket
removed-section of SMF is placed into a microbending platform to measure a change in
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pressure, force, strain, or stress. For example, conventional microbend sensors are used to
detect displacement. The microbending effect has been studied, and the microbending
sensitivity has been presented [69]. In another example, the wavelength-dependent
optical loss measurement has been presented by monitoring temperature change of FBGbased temperature sensor [70].
1.5

The EF-FLRD System Components
The EF-FLRD system consists of a temperature-controlled continuous wave

(CW) diode laser source, two 2×1 fiber couplers, a fused-silica single mode fiber, a
photodetector, an oscilloscope, and an electronic control that includes a pulse generator, a
temperature controller, and a current controller. In this section, each of the components is
explained in detail.
1.5.1

Continuous Wave Diode Laser Source
A pig-tailed distributed feedback (DFB) diode laser is used in the EF-FLRD

sensor system as a laser source. DFB diode lasers are single mode diode lasers with a
small range of tunability (~2-3 nm). The laser chip has dimensions of 1000 µm × 500 µm
× 200 µm (l × w × h). DFB lasers provide a narrow linewidth laser beam with good side
mode suppression and have available wavelengths ranging from 760 nm to 2800 nm. The
power range varies from 5 mW to 150 mW [71]. The DFB laser used in our studies was
purchased from NEL, America Inc. [72]. For example, the center wavelength of one of
the laser diodes is 1515 nm and has a tunable range of ±1.5 nm around the central
wavelength. Figure 1.4 illustrates the DBF diode laser that has been utilized in this work.
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Figure 1.4

1.5.2

Image of pig-tailed temperature-controlled continuous wave diode laser.

Fiber Couplers and Single Mode Fiber
Two identical 2×1 fiber couplers, Opneti Communications Co., were fabricated

with a split ratio of 0.1:99.9 in the 2-leg end of the fiber couplers. The couplers used in
this study transfer 0.1% and reflect back 99.9% of the incoming laser beam. Each leg of 1
m was connected to the fiber loop of 120 m and has a fiber connector for angled physical
contact (FC/APC) fiber connector to connect one to the laser source and the other one to
the photodetector. FC/APC stands for fiber connector with an angled polished connector.
The SMF, SMF-28e optical fiber, Corning Inc., consists of the core of ~8.2 µm, the
cladding of 125 µm, and a plastic jacket of ~245 µm. The operating temperature range of
the SMF is - 60 to 85 oC. Details of the SMF and the couplers can be seen elsewhere [73,
74]. To fabricate a sensor head from the SMF, several tools are needed, such as a stripper,
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an optical fiber cleaver, and a single fiber fusion splicer, which are explained in [75].
Figure 1.5 shows the structures of a SMF fiber, a SMF loop with the couplers, and the
sensor head fabricated by etching the SMF in a 48% HF solution.
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Schematic illustration of a SMF loop and structures of SMF.

(a) The SMF loop with two couplers and a sensor head. (b) Light propagation in the core
and layers of the SMF: core, cladding, and plastic jacket.
The total optical loss, which includes absorption loss, insertion losses of the fiber
connectors, and the couplers’ losses, of the fiber loop was estimated to be less than 0.45
dB. The splicing loss estimated by the splicer was between 0.02 and 0.04 dB.
1.5.3

InGaAs Detector
InGaAs photodetectors monitor short-pulsed and weak photosignals. The InGaAs

photodetectors used in this study were purchased from Thorlabs. They have a wide
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wavelength response range. The wavelength range varies from the ultraviolet (UV) to the
mid- infrared (IR) (150 nm to 2.6 µm). In this study, the InGaAs detector model PDA50B
(Thorlabs) was used. The photodetector has a detection range of 800 – 1800 nm, low
noise, and a wide band range of 0 – 10 V output [76]. The triggering threshold was set at
0.5 V, and the amplification of the detector was setup at 50 dB signal-to-noise ratio with
a minimum detectible power of 10 nW.
1.5.4

Oscilloscope
Oscilloscopes are perfect tools to acquire, to display, and to measure waveforms.

Oscilloscopes measure voltage as a fuction of time. Oscilloscopes are mostly used for
monitoring the precise wave shape of an electrical signal. An oscilloscope, Textronix
410A [77], with a bandwidth of 400 MHz, was employed in this study to monitor signals
from the photodetector.
1.5.5

Electronic Control
The electronic control system consists of a pulse generator (Stanford Research

Systems (SRS), model DG 535), a temperature controller (ILX Lightwave, model LDX3220), a current driver (ILX Lightwave, model LDT-5948), and a computer. Ringdown
signals detected by the photodetector are applied to trigger the pulse generator to generate
a negative square wave of 2.5 V amplitude and 10-100 Hz tunable frequency. This pulsed
series is used to drop the laser current to zero. The precision temperature controller
controls the temperature of the laser diode for constant room temperature of 25 oC.
Temperature stability of 0.003 oC ensures the device’s performance and very reliable
measurements [78]. The laser diode current driver is a high stability and low noise
20

current source with integrated laser diode protection circuits. Output current range can be
tuned from 0 mA to 500 mA [79].
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CHAPTER II
BIOLOGICAL SENSORS

Biosensors are optical, chemical, electrical, or mechanical tools with selective
detection capability for biological parameters. Fiber optic biosensors (FOBSs) are
utilized to measure biological species, such as proteins, cells, DNAs, bacteria, glucose,
etc. FOBSs are generally modified with chemical or biological entities to improve their
selectivity and sensitivity. A good FOBS has to be both responsive to low concentration
of a sample and selective among species based on chemical agents which are normally
coated on the surface of the sensor. On account of accuracy, efficiency, low cost, fast
response, high sensitivity, and convenience, FOBSs have gained increasing attention and
become promising alternatives to traditional techniques for biomolecule measurements.
FOBSs have wide application areas, such as detection of biomarkers for medical
diagnostics, detection of pathogens and toxins in foods and water, etc. The EF sensing
technique is one of the most reliable and sensitive techniques to be used for biosensing.
In this chapter, EF-FLRD sensors are described. The EF-FLRD sensors have been
developed to detect biological quantities, such as DNA, bacteria, or glucose in deionized
(DI) water and in synthetic urine solutions. Both bulk RI- and surface RI-based DNA
sensing and bulk RI-based bacteria sensing are presented. EF-FLRD glucose sensors with
and without glucose oxidase (GOD) coatings on the sensor head were tested to
investigate the affects of the GOD coatings on the sensors’ performance, and the
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detection limits of EF-FLRD glucose sensors for standard glucose solutions and for
synthetic urine samples were determined.
2.1

FLRD DNA and Bacteria Sensors
FLRD is a new sensing technique which has evolved from the CRDS technique.

Even though it was introduced for trace gas detection first [41], application areas of
FLRD have been enhanced to include physical, chemical, and biological applications,
such as measuring pressure, strain, temperature, refractive index, and microfluids which
review studies explain in detail [80, 31]. In the FLRD technique, a time constant is
measured as the sensing signal. This gives enhanced sensitivity due to the multi-pass
nature of light inside a closed loop. Several sensing mechanisms, such as absorption,
microbending, FBG- and LPG-based wavelength shift, and EF absorption and scattering,
can be utilized as the sensing platform to fabricate and develop different sensors. By
combining EF and FLRD, the EF-FLRD technique has great potential for biosensor
development.
A new type of RI-based biosensor using the EF-FLRD sensing scheme is reported
in this study. The EF-FLRD sensing technique is used to sense the signal which is a time
constant, and the detection sensitivity is enhanced by the multi-pass nature of the
ringdown technique. Bulk RI-based and surface RI-based sensing of two different single
strand DNAs and one double strand DNA (Integrated DNA Technologies) and one type
of bacteria (Escherichia coli strain DH5α) are presented for the EF-FLRD sensors that
employ a partially-etched single mode fiber as the sensor head. This work reported the
first DNA and bacteria sensors using the FLRD technique. Without using any additional
optical components, such as FBG or LPG for sensor head fabrication, fabricated and
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tested the EF-FLRD biosensors demonstrate lower cost, higher sensitivity, simplified
design and configuration, and simplicity when they are compared to their counterparts.
2.1.1

Principle and System Setup of the EF-FLRD Biosensors
As discussed in Section 1.3, the minimum detectible optical loss Bmin defined as

the 1σ detection limit is given by

,

(2.1)

where ̅ and στ are the average ringdown time and the 1σ standard deviation of the
ringdown time, respectively. The ringdown baseline noise, which is typically on the order
of 10-3, can be calculated by στ/ ̅ and is comparable to the minimum light intensity
change (ΔI/I0) in a conventional intensity-based sensing scheme. Sensitivity of the EFFLRD sensors can be enhanced by a factor of m which depends on the loop’s physical
parameters and fabrication design of the loop.
A FLRD system consists of a SMF (SMF 28e, Corning, Inc), two identical 2×1
fiber couplers (Opneti Communication Co.) fabricated with a split ratio of 0.1:99.9 in the
2-leg end of the fiber couplers, a CW diode laser source (NLK1S5AAA, NEL America,
Inc), an InGaAs photodetector (Thorlabs, PDA50B), an oscilloscope (Tektronix 410A),
and an electronic controller. The cladding and the core diameters of the SMF are 125 µm
and 8 µm, respectively. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic illustration of the EF-FLRD
biosensor system and setup.
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Schematic illustration of the EF-FLRD biosensors and side view of the
sensor head.

Typical splicing loss was between 0.02 - 0.04 dB in the fabrication step of the
sensor head and the total optical loss of the loop, including the absorption loss, fiber
connectors’ losses, and fiber couplers’ losses, was estimated to be <0.45 dB. The length
of the fiber loop was 120 m. Generated laser pulses from laser source (1515 nm at 25 oC)
with a 10 Hz pulse rate and a 20 ns pulse width were coupled into the fiber loop through
the first 0.1% coupler with an FC/APC connector. The second 0.1% coupler was
connected to the photodetector. The amplification of the detector was set at 50 dB signalto- noise ratio with the minimum detectible power of 10 nW. The laser diode wavelength
was precisely tuned to 1515.15 nm with a measurement accuracy of 0.001 nm.
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2.1.2

Sensor Head Fabrication Process
Plastic jackets of the two ends of the fiber loop were removed after the loop was

cut from somewhere in the middle of the fiber loop and the ends were cleaned with
methanol. Lengths of the two ends were arranged, depending on desired sensor head
lengths which were in the 9 to 22 cm range in this work. A section of the SMF made by
splicing the ends with 0.02 - 0.04 dB estimated splicing loss was etched in 48% HF acid
solution for 33 - 34 min. The etching process was continuously monitored in real-time.
The etching process was controlled by monitoring the ringdown time in terms of the
etched fiber diameter [27].
2.1.3

Response of the Biosensors
The response of the sensor heads to the biological sample solutions was

investigated. Three types of DNA samples were used in this study. Sample 1 (S1) and
Sample 2 (S2) were 26 base pairs single strand DNAs (ssDNA). The other DNA sample
(S3) was a combination of S1 and S2, 26 base pairs double strand DNA (dsDNA).
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Figure 2.2 (a) and (b) show typical responses of the sensor head to different
media, such as air, DI water, DNA samples, and bacteria. In Figure 2.2 (a), the response
of the EF-FLRD sensors to diluted 30 µM DNA samples in DI water is shown. Another
diluted concentration is shown somewhere else [27]. The results show that different DNA
solutions with the same concentration have different RIs and the EF-FLRD sensors can
distinguish the differences. Figure 2.2 (b) shows the response of the sensor to bacteria
and DI water solutions. The sensor can clearly discriminate the two different media,
bacteria and DI water. Both figures represented bulk RI-based sensing and showed fast
response (<1 s) and good reversibility.
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Surface RI-based FLRD sensor for label-free DNA sensing.
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Using a coating method similar to the technique reported by Jang et al. [81] and
Chen et al. [82], we investigated the feasibility of label-free DNA sensing by the sensor.
The partially-etched fiber was first cleaned with phosphate-buffered saline solution
(NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 pH 7.4, 150 mM) (PBS). In order to be effectively coated with polyL-lysine (PLL) solution (0.1% W/V in water, the molecular weight = 150,000 to 300,000
g/mol), the sensor head was immersed in PLL for 160 min. The sensor head was then
cleaned with PBS to remove excess PLL and immersed for 130 min in 20 μm ssDNA S1.
Again cleaning with PBS, the sensor head, which was then coated with S1 (the probe
DNA), was ready for sensing the matched S2 (the target DNA). The entire coating
process was performed at room temperature and the ringdown data was continuously
collected throughout the experiment. Since the positively charged NH3+ in the PLL chain
is binding to the negatively charged DNA, and the probe DNA (S1) selectively binds
with the target DNA (S2), the potential label-free DNA sensing should be achievable by
the new sensor described in this work. In the experiment, before the sensor head was used
to sense the target DNA, the sensor head was immersed in the non-matched DNA S3 with
a total concentration 20 μMm (S1 + S2) for 65 min; S3 solution was then removed and
the sensor head was cleaned with PBS. Next, the same sensor head was immersed in 20
μM target DNA for 65 min and then cleaned with PBS. Figure 2.3 presents the measured
ringdown times in each stage of the coating process, which denote prior-coating (in air),
in-PLL-solution, PLL-coated, in-S1 solution, S1-coated, in-S3 solution, S3-coated, in-S2
solution, and S2-coated, respectively. The different coating effects in terms of changes in
RI are clearly depicted by the different ringdown times observed.
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The sensor head length, diameter of the etched fiber, and the physical parameters
can affect the detection sensitivity of the sensor. In this work, a new type of biosensor
based on the FLRD technique was presented. Both bulk RI-based and surface RI-based
DNA sensing and one type of bacteria sensing are demonstrated. High sensitive, low cost,
and near real-time response biosensors were created by using the FLRD technique.
2.1.4

Conclusions
A new type of biosensor based on the FLRD technique has been demonstrated in

this work. The bulk RI-based detections of three DNAs and one type of bacteria and the
surface RI-based label free detection of DNA are successfully presented. We expect an
array of low cost, near-real time response, and high sensitivity fiber optic biosensors
using the FLRD technique to be created.
2.2

The EF-FLRD Glucose Sensor
In this work, high sensitive, fast response, and low cost EF-FLRD-based

biosensors with sensitivity-enhanced ringdown detection scheme were fabricated and
developed. A new FLRD glucose sensor was described. EF attenuation effect due to RIdifference was utilized as the sensing mechanism. Two types of sensor heads were
employed; a section of etched single mode fiber and GOD immobilized on partiallyetched fiber. The GOD coating effect on the sensor’s performance was evaluated.
Responses of the sensors to standard glucose solutions and different glucose
concentrations in synthetic urine solutions from 0.05% to 10% were studied. The sensor
response to different glucose concentrations is non-linear between 1 - 10% and linear
between 0.1 - 1%. Finally, the detection limits of the sensors for glucose and synthetic
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urine solutions are determined to be 0.075% and 0.05%, respectively. The estimated
theoretical detection limit for the EF-FLRD glucose sensor is 0.1%. When this limit is
compared to the glucose renal threshold concentration which is 1.6 - 1.7% [83, 84],
estimated theoretical detection limit measured in this work is approximately 17 times
lower.
2.2.1

Principle of the EF-FLRD Glucose Sensor
After a laser pulse is injected into a fiber loop in a FLRD system, the detector

receives an output signal the behavior of which can be modeled by Equation (1.3) which
is

,

(2.2)

where I is the light intensity, L is the total length of the fiber loop, c is the speed of light
in vacuum, n is the average refractive index of the fiber loop, and A is the total fiber
transmission loss of the light. Behavior of the light intensity detected by the detector is
given by the solution of Equation (2.2).

.

(2.3)

The FLRD technique measures the decay rate of the light intensity, not the
absolute intensity change, ΔI. Hence, the total fiber transmission loss, A, measurement is
insensitive to incident light intensity fluctuations, I0. Ringdown times in air and in any
solution are given by

,
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(2.4)

.

(2.5)

When the sensor is sensing any quantities, the light pulse in the fiber loop will have an
additional optical loss, B, which changes the ringdown time in Equation (2.5) and
additional optical loss can be calculated from Equations (2.4) and (2.5):

.

(2.6)

If B is due to an EF attenuation which is a result of EF absorption, scattering, or both [85]
of the transmitted light through the sensor head, Equation (2.6) becomes:

(2.7)
where le is the sensor head length, γα and γβ are the light attenuation coefficients due to
EF absorption and EF scattering, respectively. If there is no EF absorption, then only the
EF scattering effect generates the EF attenuation. Several features of the sensor head
affect the EF scattering loss, such as EF penetration dept, the fiber core diameter, and
distinctive refractive index of the fiber core and of the cladding. The EF scattering loss
for a given EF-FLRD sensor is calculated by the index difference which is Δn = (nfibercore
– nmedium); the smaller the index difference, Δn, the longer the ringdown time and
therefore, the lower the EF scattering loss [86, 87]. Whenever medium refractive index is
equal to the fiber cladding index, the EF attenuation B at the sensor head has its minimum
value.
In this study, surface index-based and bulk index-based sensing [88] are examined
in the development of the sensor heads. First, GOD was immobilized on the surface of
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the senor head. Due to reaction between GOD and glucose when the GOD immobilized
sensor was immersed into different glucose concentrations, gluconic acid was generated.
Therefore, refractive index around the sensor head changed. The chemical reactions are
given by [89]:

,

(2.8)

.

(2.9)

Bulk index-based sensing technique is based on immersing the sensor head
directly into the solution. The index difference between fiber core and the glucose
solution causes the EF attenuation which is determined by observing ringdown time
change. In both techniques, the optical loss of the sensor due to the EF attenuation is
given by:

∆
where

,

(2.10)

term represents the ringdown time when the sensor head is in air,

term

represents the ringdown time when the sensor is immersed into any solution which is a
glucose solution in Equation (2.10), ∆

presents an absolute difference of the EF

attenuations when the sensor head is in air and in glucose solution. ∆

is negative

when the measured ringdown time in glucose is higher than measured ringdown time in
air,

. Equation (2.10) can be modified [29] because each glucose solution

has a different refractive index due to different concentration:
∆

,
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(2.11)

where the S terms are constants and C is the concentration of the glucose solution (in %
or mg/dl) in DI water or in synthetic urine sample. If there is no glucose in solution, ∆
shows only the EF attenuation difference of the sensor in air and in DI water or synthetic
urine. For low glucose concentrations, the S2C2 term in Equation (2.11) can be neglected
and thus, ∆

and C will show linear behavior under the first order approximation. For

high glucose concentrations, the S1C term can be disregarded and the equation will show
a nonlinear behavior. Equations (2.10) and (2.11) show the working principle of the
studied EF-FLRD glucose sensor. Equation (2.11) is confirmed by determining the EF
attenuation versus in high and in low glucose concentrations, 1 - 10% and 0.1 - 1%,
respectively.
2.2.2

Response of the EF-FLRD Glucose Sensors in Standard Glucose Solutions
and Glucose in Synthetic Urine Solutions
The responses of the EF-FLRD glucose sensors in both standard glucose solutions

and different glucose concentrations in synthetic urine solutions were studied in this part.
GOD was immobilized on the surface of the sensor head through a stepwise approach
[90]. In order to immobilize GOD, the sensor head surface was treated with an ethanol
solution of amino linkage aldehyde group, 1% 3-propyl aldehyde, for around 30 min.
Then, the modified sensor head was immersed into a 10 µg/ml GOD solution for 1 h at
room temperature. A 15 mM Tris buffer (T-B) solution was used for 10 min to remove
un-reacted particles on the sensor head. The entire stepwise process was monitored by
continuously recording ringdown times. The sensor head with the immobilized GOD
were immersed into different concentrations of glucose solutions which were prepared by
diluting a standard 10% glucose sample in DI water. Before synthetic urine samples were
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prepared by adding 10% glucose solution into synthetic urine samples in different
concentrations, synthetic urine samples were heated around 8 second in a microwave up
to 37 oC. The temperature of the urine samples was kept at ~37 oC during test by using a
heating pad which can maintain temperature up to 8 hrs.
2.2.2.1

Glucose Detection in Glucose Solutions
Figure 2.4(a) and (b) show the results of two repeated experiments using two

FLRD glucose sensors with GOD coatings on the sensor heads. Each of the graphs shows
the sensor’s response during the entire process, switching the etched bare sensor head
between water and air, treating of the sensor head using 1% aldehyde groups,
immobilizing GOD, removing the un-reacted aldehyde groups using a T-B solution, and
testing the sensor head in air and different glucose solutions. The graph in Figure 2.4(a) is
marked in nine different zones, A-I. For example, zone A shows the sensor’s
reproducible behavior when the sensor head was exposed to DI water and air. Due to the
different index differences, Δn (nfibercore − nmedium), the sensor read different ringdown
times. Δn ≈ 1.4491 - 1.0 = 0.4491 when the sensor head was in air, and Δn ≈ 1.4491 1.3330 = 0.1161 when the sensor head was immersed in DI water. The 1.4491, 1.3330,
and 1.0 are the refractive indices at 1515 nm of the fiber core, DI water, and air,
respectively. The, ≈, denotes that the fiber core in this study was actually an effective
fiber core that consisted of the SMF core and the un-etched fiber cladding. The index of
the effective fiber core should be slightly different from the index of the SMF core. In the
text below, the fiber core at the sensor head is the effective fiber core. The smaller index
difference between the fiber core and DI water corresponds to a lower EF attenuation and
results in a longer ringdown time, as shown in zone A. In the upper parts of zones B-D,
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the sensor read different ringdown times due to different refractive indices of the 1%
aldehyde, the GOD, and the T-B solutions. Comparison of the lower parts in zones B-D
with the lower parts of zone A shows a noticeable difference in ringdown time. For
example, when the sensor head was exposed to air, the lower part of zone C, right after
the 1 h immersion in GOD solution, the observed ringdown time was 0.06 μs longer than
the recorded ringdown time when the sensor head was exposed to air before the GOD
coatings, the lower part of zone A. This ringdown time difference indicated that the
sensor head had been effectively modified by the immobilized GOD. In other words, the
immobilization of GOD had changed the refractive index of the fiber surface. After a 10
min treatment of the un-reacted aldehyde using the T-B solution, the observed ringdown
time dropped after the sensor head was removed from the T-B solution and placed in air.
Without knowing the actual indices of the aldehyde groups, T-B solution, and the
immobilized GOD layer, the different ringdown times indicated that those chemicals had
different indices. Based on the one-σ standard deviation of the recorded ringdown time,
which was 0.03 μs at 8.33 μs, the small ringdown time differences resulting from the
different treatments, GOD and T-B, were noticeable.
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Figure 2.4

Response behavior of two EF-FLRD glucose sensors.

Both sensors had a GOD coated sensor head. Zones A to D: fabrication of the sensor
head; zones E-I: the sensor’s responses to the glucose solutions with different
concentrations. (a) and (b) show the repeated experiments using two glucose sensors.
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Zones E-I show the sensor’s responses to a change in the external media, such as
when the sensor head was immersed in a 10% glucose solution for 12 min and then
exposed to air for 12 min as shown by zone E in Figure 2.4(a). Similar testing processes
were repeated by exposing the sensor head to both air and different glucose solutions,
zones F-I. The sensor read different ringdown times,

, when the sensor head was

immersed in different concentrations of glucose solutions. For instance, the observed
ringdown time changed from 9.06 μs for the 10% glucose concentration to 9.58 μs for the
1% glucose concentration. One noteworthy point was that the sensor did not read the
same ringdown time,

, when the sensor head was exposed to air right after being

removed from different glucose solutions, as shown in the lower parts of zones E-I.
Comparison of different pairs of

and

obtained in each of the cases, E-I, shows

that the sensor gave clearly different responses to the different glucose concentrations
ranging from 1% to 10%, which correspond to 1g⁄dl to 10 g⁄dl.
Figure 2.4(b) shows the results of the repeated experiment using a second sensor
unit. Although the quoted specifications of the two fiber loops were the same, after a
series of the lab-based fabrication processes of the sensor heads, such as etching, coating,
and splicing, a small difference in the total optical loss between the two loops existed.
Therefore, a noticeable difference between the ringdown time baselines,

, of the two

sensors was observed. However, the two sensors’ response behavior was reproducible.
For example, the response time to a change in the external media and the general trend of
the sensor’s response to different glucose concentrations were all reproducible. The
experimental data were generated when the laser pulse repetition rate was set at 10 Hz.
Each data point shown in Figure 2.4 was collected by averaging over 100 ringdown
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Figure 2.5

The measured EF attenuation difference BEF versus glucose concentration
C in glucose solutions.

The dot denotes the experimental data and the line denotes a second order polynomial
fitting. (a) The data was from Figure 2.4(a); (b) the data was from Figure 2.4(b). Both
sensors showed a non-linear relation between BEF and C in the glucose concentration
range of 1% - 10%. The observed trend was consistent with the proposed expression
shown in Eq. (2.11).
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events, 100 measurements, and the observed time interval between two adjacent data
points in Figure 2.4 was 10 s. With this setting, the sensors’ response time was ∼0.1 s or
∼10 Hz.
Figure 2.5(a) and (b) show the curves of the EF attenuation, a.u., versus glucose
concentration, %. The y-axis relates to the absolute value of ΔBEF defined in Equation
(2.10). ΔBEF was determined by inserting the ringdown time measured in air,
ringdown time obtained in a solution,
instance, in Figure 2.4(a),

and

, and the

, marked in each zone into Equation (2.10). For
in zone E are 6.84 μs and 9.06 μs, respectively

and the absolute value of ΔBEF is 0.0236, a.u. The fitted curves in Figure 2.5(a) and (b)
show a nonlinear relationship between the EF attenuation and the glucose concentration
in the examined range. In Figure 2.5(b) especially, the signal seemed to be saturated in
the higher concentration end of the graph. It should be noted that, no glucose samples at
concentrations higher than 10% were used in this study. This non-linear relationship is
consistent with our proposed expression given in Equation (2.11).
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Response behaviors of two EF-FLRD glucose sensors, which had no GOD
coatings at the sensor heads.

(a) Glucose concentration ranged from 1% to 10%; and (b) glucose concentration ranged
from 0.1% to 1%.
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In order to compare the effects of the GOD coatings on the performance of the
FLRD glucose sensors, two additional FLRD glucose sensors were fabricated using an
etched bare SMF as the sensor head, and their responses to different glucose
concentrations were also investigated. Figure 2.6(a) and (b) show the responses of these
FLRD glucose sensors. Figure 2.6(a) shows the sensor’s response when the sensor head
was switched between an external medium, DI water or a glucose solution, and air. For
each tested medium, DI water or a glucose solution, the sensor was tested twice. In each
case, the sensor showed good reproducibility. The sensor’s overall behavior was similar
to the ones shown in Figure 2.4. For instance, clear differences in the observed ringdown
times were observed when the sensor head was immersed in different concentrations of
glucose solutions ranging from 1% to 10%. Similarly, the lower parts of the graph
showed clear differences in the ringdown baseline,

, when the sensor head was

removed from a glucose solution to air. This behavior was the same as ones observed in
the tests with the GOD-coated sensors. The similar response behavior of the sensors with
and without the GOD coatings indicates that the different

observed after the sensor

head was removed from different glucose solutions, was not due to the immobilized GOD
but rather related to glucose and dependent on the glucose concentration. For example,
when the sensor head was removed from a 1% glucose solution and placed in air, the
observed ringdown time was clearly different from the observed ringdown time of the
sensor head that was placed in air after removal of DI water. One possible explanation for
this observed behavior is that when the sensor head was removed from a glucose
solution, a very small amount of glucose solution remained on the surface of the sensor
head to form a thin film. In the presence of atmospheric oxygen, this glucose film reacted
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with the atmospheric oxygen, changing the surface index of the sensor head. The change
was even affected by the concentration of the glucose solution. The observed behavior in
Figure 2.6(a) was also repeated when the other FLRD glucose sensor, the second sensor
without the GOD coatings, was tested with glucose solutions in much lower
concentrations, 0.1 - 1% or 100 mg⁄dl - 1 g⁄dl. The results are shown in Figure 2.6(b).
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Figure 2.7

The measured EF attenuation difference ΔBEF versus glucose concentration
C in glucose solutions.

The dot denotes the experimental data and the line denotes the fittings. (a) The data was from Fig. 2.6(a);
the sensor showed a non-linear relation between ΔBEF and C in the glucose concentration range of 1% to
10%. (b) The data was from Figure 2.6(b); the sensor showed a linear relation between ΔBEF and C in the
glucose concentration range of 0.1% to 1%.
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Figure 2.7(a) and (b) show the curves of the measured EF attenuation versus
glucose concentration. Similar to the results obtained with the sensors coated with GOD,
non-linearity was shown in glucose concentrations ranging from 1% to 10% or from 1
g⁄dl to 10 g⁄dl. However, the experimental data shown in Figure 2.7(b), in which the
glucose concentration ranged from 0.1% to 1% gave a good linearity, R = 0.99. This
result indicates that the FLRD glucose sensor has a linear response to the glucose
concentration when the concentration is lower than 1%. This linear response to the low
glucose concentration is consistent with the first order approximation of the expression
given in Equation (2.11).
Comparison of the results shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.6 supports that FLRD
glucose sensors, both with and without immobilized GOD on the surface of the sensor
head, displayed similar performances in terms of reproducibility, response time, and the
relationship between EF attenuation and glucose concentration.
2.2.2.2

Glucose Detection in Synthetic Urine Samples
Two additional FLRD glucose sensors were also fabricated for testing with

synthetic urines. One of the sensors had a GOD coated sensor head and the other did not
have a GOD-coated sensor head. In the experiments, 10% standard glucose solution was
added to the synthetic urine to form urine samples with different glucose concentrations
ranging from 0.1% to 10%. The sensor with a GOD-coated sensor head was tested with
glucose solutions in the concentration range of 0.1% - 1%. The results of the sensor’s
response are shown in Figure 2.8. Clearly, similar response behavior was observed and
the sensor could sense synthetic urine with a glucose concentration as low as 0.1%, 100
mg⁄dl. It should be noticed that the immobilization of GOD on this sensor head skipped
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the pre-treatment with 1% aldehyde groups, but it seemed that the GOD was effectively
coated. Figure 2.9 shows the curve of the EF attenuation versus urine glucose
concentration. The fitted result shows good linearity of the sensor’s response in the urine
glucose concentration range of 0.1% - 1%. This result further validated the first order
approximation of Equation (2.11). Comparison of the results in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.9
supports the notion that EF-FLRD glucose sensors with and without GOD coatings on the
sensor head have a linear response to glucose concentration in the range of 0.1% to 1.0%.
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Figure 2.8

Response behavior of an EF-FLRD glucose sensor.

The sensor had GOD coatings at the sensor head. The sensor was tested with the
synthetic urine samples in different glucose concentrations ranging from 0.1% to 1%.
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Linear response of an EF-FLRD glucose sensor to the synthetic urine
samples in different glucose concentrations ranging from 0.1% to 1%.

The dot denotes the experimental data and the line denotes a linear fitting.
The other FLRD glucose sensor, which had no GOD coatings at the sensor head,
was also tested with synthetic urine with urine-glucose concentrations of 1% to 10%. For
each concentration, two tests were conducted and good reproducibility was obtained. The
sensor demonstrated (in Figure 2.10) the behavior previously shown by other non-GODcoated FLRD glucose sensors in glucose solutions. The results in Figure 2.10 also yielded
a nonlinear curve of the EF attenuation versus glucose concentration that are similar to
the curves shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.7. This result further confirmed that the EFFLRD glucose sensors gave a non-linear response for 1% to 10% glucose concentrations,
as predicted by Equation (2.11).
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Response behavior of an EF-FLRD glucose sensor.

The sensor had no GOD coatings at the sensor head. The sensor was tested with the
synthetic urine samples in different glucose concentrations ranging from 1% to 10%.
Comparison of the results shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.10 suggests that
FLRD glucose sensors both with and without the GOD coatings on the sensor head gave
similar response behaviors when tested in synthetic urine samples in 0.1% to 10%
glucose concentrations. Further comparison of the results obtained using the EF-FLRD
glucoses sensors with and without GOD coatings suggests that for this particular type of
index-based sensors, the GOD coatings on the sensor head were not crucial to their
performance.
2.2.2.3

Detection Sensitivity of the EF-FLRD Glucose Sensors
Detection sensitivity of the EF-FLRD glucose sensors was also investigated. Two

additional EF-FLRD glucose sensors without GOD coatings at the sensor head were
fabricated to investigate the best experimental detection sensitivity in glucose solutions
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and in artificial urines. These two sensor heads had an etched fiber length of 22.0 cm. As
shown in Figure 2.11, the sensor was first tested in DI water, which showed good
reproducibility, before being switched between a 0.075% glucose solution and air.
Reproducible ringdown signals were obtained and a difference between the sensor’s
response to DI water-air and 75 mg⁄dl solution-air was noticeable. The result indicated
that the detection sensitivity of this EF-FLRD sensor without GOD coatings was 75
mg⁄dl. The other EF-FLRD glucose sensor was tested in the synthetic urine with a
glucose concentration of 50 mg⁄dl, and the results are shown in Figure 2.12. The sensor
gave reproducible results and had a fast response, ∼0.1 s as well as a detection sensitivity
of 50 mg⁄dl.
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Figure 2.11

Detection sensitivity of an EF-FLRD glucose sensor in a glucose solution
with a concentration of 0.075% or 75 mg/dl.
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Detection sensitivity of an EF-FLRD glucose sensor in a synthetic urine
sample with a concentration of 0.05% or 50 mg/dl.

Current fiber optic glucose sensors using different sensing schemes and different
sensing mechanisms, including a variety of GOD-based approaches, such as fluorescence
[91], fluorescence quenching [92], and sol-gel matrix [93], have achieved a wide range of
experimental detection sensitivities, from g/dl to mg/dl. The best experimental detection
sensitivities of index-based fiber optic glucose sensors were 10 mg/dl in glucose solution
samples and 34 mg/dl in serum based samples reported by Lin et al. [90]. Their sensor’s
response time was less than 3 s. These experimental detection sensitivities can be
potentially improved up to 0.1 mg/dl and 0.136 mg/dl in glucose solutions and serum
based samples, respectively, if the minimum detectable phase difference is 0.02-degree.
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That corresponds to a minimum detectable refractive index unit of approximately 2×10-6,
extrapolated from the reported data [90].
A theoretical detection sensitivity of the refractive index difference EF-FLRD
glucose sensors can also be estimated. The detection sensitivity of the EF-FLRD sensors
can be characterized by the minimum detectable EF attenuation. By using Equations (1.9)
and (1.10), the minimum detectable optical loss Bmin, which is defined as the one-σ
detection limit, can be found by:

,

(2.12)

which is Equation 1.12, where στ is the one-σ standard deviation of the ringdown time.
στ/τ can be experimentally achieved at 1×10-3, which is a typical level of the minimum
detectable change in light intensity, ΔI/I0, in a conventional intensity-based sensing
scheme. For a 120 m long ringdown loop consisting of a standard telecommunications
SMF-28e fiber with refractive indices of 1.4491 and 1.4441, respectively, for the fiber
core and cladding at 1515.25 nm, the round trip time, tr, is 580 ns. If the measured
ringdown time in the fiber loop is τ0 = 25.0 μs [27], the number of multiple passes is 43.
Thus, based on Equation (2.12), the minimum detectable change in the EF attenuation is:
∆

2.3

(2.13)

10 .

From Figure 2.7(b), for example, we obtain a slope of the curve, S = 2.0×10-3
(1/%). Therefore, a detection sensitivity of glucose concentration ΔCmin based on the
∆

is determined by:

∆

∆
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The theoretical detection sensitivity is approximately 17-times lower than the blood
glucose renal threshold, which is approximately 170 mg/dl [94]. When the blood glucose
exceeds this renal threshold value, the glucose becomes present in human urine. It must
be noted that the glucose sensors studied in this work are based on sensing changes in the
refractive index. At 20 °C, the refractive index of a glucose solution changes
approximately 0.0000225 RIU for every 0.01% change in glucose concentration [95].
When an index-based glucose sensor has a detection sensitivity that is better than 0.01%
as estimated in Equation (2.14), the temperature effect on the refractive index of glucose
solutions or urine samples must be considered. The temperature coefficient of the
refractive index of water at one atmospheric pressure in the temperature range of 10 - 30
°C in the near-infrared spectral region is approximately 0.000085 RIU/°C [96]. This
speculation suggests that a temperature control for glucose solutions or urine samples
needs to be implemented when an index-based glucose sensor is employed to sense
glucose concentrations lower than 0.01% or 10 mg /dl.
2.2.3

Conclusions
The proof-of-the concept of fiber loop ringdown glucose sensors using the

refractive index-difference EF attenuation as a sensing mechanism has been investigated.
Several EF-FLRD glucose sensors were fabricated with and without the immobilization
of GOD on the sensor head. Responses of the sensors to standard glucose solutions and
synthetic urines in different glucose concentrations ranging from 0.05% to 10 %, or 50
mg/dl to 10 g/dl, were investigated. The sensors showed linear responses in the lower
concentration range, 0.1% - 1%, but non-linear responses for in the higher concentration
range, 1% - 10%. The EF-FLRD glucose sensors showed both good reproducibility and
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fast responses. Comparisons of the results showed that the sensors with and without GOD
coatings in glucose solutions and artificial urine samples indicate that the GOD coatings
are not critically important to this kind of index-based glucose sensors’ performance. The
demonstrated detection sensitivities of the sensors in glucose solutions and synthetic
urine samples were 75 mg/dl and 50 mg/dl, respectively. This work has demonstrated
simple, low cost, and fast response EF-FLRD glucose sensor, which may be potentially
utilized for applications in near-real time glucose monitoring.
2.3

Summary of This Chapter
A new type of biosensor was demonstrated based on the FLRD technique. Several

biosensors were fabricated in this work for bulk index-based DNA and bacteria, surface
index-based DNA, standard glucose, and glucose in synthetic urine sensing. In the first
part of this work, EF-FLRD biosensors were fabricated and tested for DNA and bacteria
sensing. Two type ssDNA, one type dsDNA, and one type of bacteria were sensed by
using bulk index-based sensing technique. Three types DNAs were also sensed by using
surface index-based sensing technique. We anticipate that low cost, near-real time
response, and high sensitive fiber optic biosensors can be created by using the FLRD
technique.
An EF-FLRD glucose sensor was fabricated as a biosensor in the second part of
this work. The proof-of-the-concept of fiber loop ringdown glucose sensors was
investigated by using the refractive index-difference EF attenuation as a sensing
mechanism. With and without the immobilization of GOD on the sensor head, several
EF-FLRD glucose sensors were developed. Responses of the sensors to glucose and
synthetic urine solutions in different glucose concentrations were analyzed. Compared
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results showed that GOD coating does not have critical importance on the sensor
performance for this kind of index-based glucose sensors. Behaviors of the sensors were
non-linear for high concentration range, 1.0% - 10%, and linear for low concentration
range, 0.1% - 1.0%. Furthermore, detection sensitivities of the sensors for standard
glucose and glucose in synthetic urine solutions were demonstrated as 75 mg/dl and 50
mg/dl, or 0.075% and 0.05%, respectively. Estimated theoretical detection sensitivity is
approxiametly 17 folds of renal glucose threshold, which is between 160 - 180 mg/dl.
The simple, low cost, fast response, and high sensitive EF-FLRD glucose sensors were
demonstrated with this work. The sensors may be possibly used for biomedical
applications, such as near-real time glucose monitoring.
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CHAPTER III
CHEMICAL SENSORS

The first report on fiber loop ringdown spectroscopy was published at the
beginning of the 21st century [97]. The first fiber optic amplifier loop for loss
measurements was reported by Stewart et al. They presented a fiber optic loop with
micro-optical gas cell to measure gas phase absorption [41, 97]. Tarsa et al. reported a
fiber optic resonator for spectroscopic measurements, and absorption of the EF was
detected [98]. Brown et al. introduced the fiber-loop ring-down method to characterize
low-loss process in a fiber optic transmission independent of power fluctuations of the
light source [99]. They also detected an absorption spectrum for a small sample volume
of an organic dye solution by placing this solution between the fiber ends. The same
group improved the FLRD technique by creating a phase-shift measurement [100]. This
technique provides low cost and real-time response. All techniques have their merits, but
EF-FLRD technique has higher sensitivity, faster response, lower cost, and easier design
when it is compared to its counterparts.
In this chapter of the dissertation, EF-FLRD chemical sensors have been
described for detection of heavy water (HW) and several trace elements. The detection of
HW using the FLRD technique shows potential application in nuclear power plants
because HW is used in nuclear facility as a coolant [101]. HW absorbs neutrons from
nuclear reaction within a nuclear reactor and reduces the speed of the neutrons to increase
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probability of causing nuclear fission for chain reaction. HW is used as a coolant because
released neutrons from nuclear reactions will have very high kinetic energy and HW will
reduce the high energy to energy which is comparable to thermal energy by aborbing the
neutrons. HW is also used as moderator because it provides very efficient momentum
transfer. For HW detection, Armani and Vahala employed ultra-high-Q microcavities,
which can chemically distinguish similar species [102]. In the experiment, the laser was
centered at 1320 nm. The detection limit of HW, which was in regular water, was found
as 0.0001% by measuring the quality factor from the transmission spectra. Even though
this is a very good and sensitive technique, the fabrication process of microtoroids is
costly and time consuming.
Detection of trace elements in DI water is another important study. This is a quite
distinctive study because the EF-FLRD sensors have not been utilized before for trace
elements’ detection in water. There have been several trace element detection
experiments using various techniques. For example, the detection of trace elements in
pure water was studied by using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy [103,
104]. Fiber optic LIF-sensors are used for analysis of trace pollutions in water and in soil
[105]. They have complicated and costly design when compared to an EF-FLRD
chemical sensor system.
In this chapter, the EF-FLRD chemical sensors were tested in different
concentrations of D2O, HW, ranging from 10% to 97% by utilizing the EF sensing
technique. The sensors were also tested in solutions with different trace elements, such as
magnesium (Mg), iron (Fe), cadmium (Cd), and phosphorus (P). The solutions of the
elements had the concentration of 1000 µg/ml. The EF sensing technique used in both
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tests was capable of distiguishing a very small change in ringdown times when the
sensors were immersed into different solutions. The EF sensing technique provides a high
sensitivity and near-real time response (0.1 s).
This chapter consists of four parts. The first part is about the experimental setup.
The second part explains the EF sensing technique. The third part shows the testing
results of HW with different concentrations in DI water and the behavior of the EF
attenuation versus HW concentrations. The last part is about the detection of different
trace elements in DI water.
3.1

Experimental Setup
Figure 3.1 shows the experimental setup of EF-FLRD chemical sensors. The

setup of the system is the same as the one explained in Chapter II. An electronic control
system, an oscilloscope, a photodiode detector, a laser source, a fiber loop, and a
computer system formed the EF-FLRD chemical sensor system. After the sensor head
was prepared by etching a section of SMF in a 48 % HF solution for ~33 min, the sensor
was always tested in DI water. The ringdown time of the sensor head read in DI water
was used both as a reference and to show repeatability of the sensor. Later, the sensor
was immersed into different concentrations of HW solutions and several elemental
solutions. In Figure 3.1, the holder carried an aluminum plate and a plastic ruler. The
solutions were filled in the caved ruler of 30 cm length, and this ruler was placed onto the
aluminum plate. The holder could be raised up and lowered down manually to arrange
sensor height inside the solutions. This was a very important step because the sensor head
must neither touch the ruler surface nor be floating in the solutions. The sensor head must
be completely immersed into the solutions to get repeatable results.
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Figure 3.1

Schematic illustration of the EF-FLRD chemical sensor system.

The system consists of a laser source, a fiber loop, a photodiode detector, computer
system, an oscilloscope, and an electronic system. A ruler on the aluminum plate holds
solutions that sensor head is immersed into.
After the sensor head was fabricated, it was tested in DI water first. The response
of the sensor in DI water solution was generally used as a reference. Also, the sensor’s
repeatability was shown by immersing into DI water twice. Later, the ruler was cleaned
and dried after the sensor was taken out from both DI water solution and each elemental
solution. Cleaning and drying process protected the sensor head from contamination by
each solution. Data collected by oscilloscope was plotted and saved on the computer.
Then, the raw data saved in the computer was processed and presented in Sections 3.3
and 3.5.
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3.2

The EF Sensing Technique
The EF may occur due to light reflection at the interface of two media which have

different refractive indexes. Incoming light from the low refractive index medium to a
high refractive index medium will be totally reflected back if the angle is equal or greater
than the critical angle. Before the light is reflected, small portion of the light will
penetrate into the interface of the two media. This small amount of light will generate a
field on the surface, which is called EF. An electronic wave propagates inside the core
with TIR. In the sensor head, the light will get through at the interface of the core and the
cladding, and more dispersion to the outer medium occurs. This attenuated field is called
as “evanescent field” (EF). The EF attenuation is generally an exponential decay. Figure
3.2 shows the EF field and its attenuation to the outer medium. The numbered three
points at the interface show different EF attenuations. Number 1 is in the non-etched area
of the sensor, and therefore, the EF attenuation to the outer medium is negligible.
Numbers 2 and 3 are in the etched part of the section of SMF which is called the sensor
head. The EF attenuation is higher in the sensor head because the cladding layer is
thinner due to etching. The cladding layer thickness along the sensor head is adjustable
by changing the etching time. If d is bigger, the sensor will be less sensitive due to less
EF attenuation. On the contrary, if d is smaller, the EF attenuation will be much higher,
resulting a significant EF attenuation at the sensor head. The EF intensity is proportional
to the penetration depth in the cladding. The EF mechanism and the technique are wellexplained in [34].
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Figure 3.2

Schematic illustration of the EF attenuation in SMF.

Evanescent waves and evanescent fields are shown for both sensor head and un-etched
part of the fiber. Also, change of the EF intensity with distance from the core is shown.
The EF attenuation is much higher in the sensor head area than in other parts of the fiber.
The sensor head area is the medium where the measurands are placed around
because masurands have to be as close as possible to the core to obtain enough
sensitivity.
The EF sensing technique is employed in FOS development [106-108]. The EF
sensing technique was first utilized by von Lerber and Sigirist [29] to create a high
finesse fiber ringdown cavity to examine EF absorption. After that, Tarsa et al. [98] used
a fiber loop to exhibit detection of the EF absorption of water. Jiang et al. reported the
detection of the EF absorption of dimethyl sulfoxide solutions in a fiber loop ringdown
[109]. The EF sensing technique has been quickly adopted as a very attractive sensing
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technique. The EF sensing technique offers high sensitivity, fast response, and good
reproducibility.
3.3

Nuclear Power Plants
Most of nuclear power is generated from two kinds of reactors which were

developed in the 1950s. The reactors are boiling water reactors (BWRs) and pressurized
water reactors (PWRs). In both reactors, heavy water (HW) is an important material
because it is used as a coolant. Therefore, HW sensing is highly important in nuclear
power plants for environmental safety, economical protection, and safety of human
society in case of explosion. EF-FLRD chemical sensors may have been replaced with
current detectors or sensors due to their feature merits, such as high sensitivity, fast
response, low cost, easy setup, and simple design. Nuclear power plants have so
important role in generating energy that around 13% of the world’s electricity is
generated from nuclear energy [110].
Nuclear power is an alternative power source where nuclear fission of uranium is
used to generate heat and hence electricity. The power is produced from controlled
nuclear reactions. Generally, commercial power plants use nuclear fission reactions.
Nuclear fission occurs when a uranium atom is split into smaller particles, and therefore,
an enormous amount of energy is released by the process. Uranium is the fuel for reaction
and is radioactive. Therefore, it is unstable even when it is broken down into smaller
parts. A uranium atom absorbs a neutron and the reaction starts. After that, the released
energy from the reaction is transferred to heat energy while the particles slow down.
Later, heat energy is moved through a transfer medium, such as water to turn water into
steam. This steam is transferred to a turbine which connected to a generator, and the
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generator produces electricity [110, 111]. The working principles of the nuclear power
plants to generate electricity are the same for most types of reactors. Continuously
released energy from nuclear fission reactions is used to heat water to produce steam.
Produced steam is used to drive turbines to generate electricity.
3.3.1

Components of Nuclear Reactors
There are various components of reactors. The components are common for most

types of reactors. Figure 3.3 represents components of a nuclear power plant. Most of the
components will be explained in the following sections.

Figure 3.3

Components of a nuclear power plant.

(The picture is from staff.fcps.net).
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3.3.1.1

Fuel
Uranium is the basic fuel for nuclear reactors. Uranium pallets are setup in tubes

to form fuel rods. The rods are settled down into fuel assemblies in the reactor core.
Uranium is split into parts by collision with a neutron. Uranium dissociation is called a
fission reaction. For continuity, a neutron source is needed. Released energy from fission
reaction is used to heat up water to generate steam.
3.3.1.2

Moderators
Moderators are materials in the core. Moderators are used to slow down the

neutrons released from the fission reaction. Therefore, they lead to more fission.
Generally heavy water or graphite is used as moderator.
3.3.1.3

Control Rods
Control rods are made from a material which absorbs neutrons, such as cadmium,

hafnium, or boron. Control rods are inserted or withdrawn from the core to control the
rate of reaction or stop the reaction. Special control rods in some PWRs are employed to
support the core for low levels of power.
3.3.1.4

Coolant
Coolant is mostly a fluid which circulates through the core to transfer the heat. In

light water reactors, the water moderator is also used as primary coolant. In BWRs, there
is secondary coolant circuit. In this circuit, steam is generated from water. HW detection
is critically important for a nuclear facility. Therefore, the sensor used for detection
should have high sensitivity and fast response. FLRD chemical sensors are very
convenient for HW detection due to their high sensitivity and fast response features. HW
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will be diminished by time and become functionally inefficient due to absorption of
products from nuclear reactions. If immediate care is not taken, nuclear criticality may
happen. Therefore, HW detection is exteremely important not only economically, but
environmentally as well. FLRD chemical sensors can be utilized for HW detection
because of their unique characteristics such as near-real time monitoring, fast response,
high sensitivity, and low cost.
3.3.1.5

Pressure Vessels
Pressure vessels are generally made from a strong steel and contain the reactor

core and moderator/coolant. It may also be series of tubes holding the fuel. These tubes
convey the coolant through the moderator and surround it.
3.3.1.6

Steam Generator
For PWRs, steam generators are parts of the cooling system. Steam generators

make steam for turbines by bringing heat from the reactors.
3.3.1.7

Containment
Containment is a structure around the reactor and is associated with steam

generators. Containments are designed to protect reactors from outside damage and also
to protect the environment from radiation effects. Containments are mostly made from
concrete or steel structures.
3.3.2

Types of Nuclear Power Plants
There are two types of reactors: BWRs and PWRs.
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3.3.2.1

Boiling Water Reactors
A BWR operates like a fossil fuel generating plant. Boiling water inside the

pressure vessel in BWRs produces steam water, which moves upward from the reactor
coolant through the core, absorbing heat. When the steam moves to top of the pressure
vessel, water particles are removed. The steam is transferred to the turbine generator to
turn the turbine [112]. At lower pressure, water in only one circuit boils in the core at
around 285 oC. Steam generated from boiling water passes to the turbines. The turbines
must be protected from radiological effects because the water around the core or a reactor
is always contaminated with traces of radionuclides. Therefore, water sensing is critically
important. EF-FLRD sensors can be utilized in BWRs for precise detection because of
fast response and high sensitivity features of the sensors.
A BWR fuel assembly includes 90 - 100 fuel rods, and there are up to 750
assemblies in a reactor core, carrying up to 140 tons of uranium. The secondary control
system controls water flow through the core; therefore more steam in the top part
decreases moderation. Figure 3.4 represents a BWR system and components.
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Figure 3.4

Schematic illustration of a boiling water reactor.

(From World Nuclear Association web page)
3.3.2.2

Pressurized Water Reactors
A PWR is the most common type among 230 nuclear power reactors in use for

power generation. PWRs use regular water as both coolant and moderator. The design is
separated by a primary coolant circuit which flows through the reactor core under high
pressure, and a secondary circuit which generates steam to drive the turbine.
A PWR has fuel assemblies with 200 - 300 rods in each and they are arranged
vertically in the core. A large reactor has about 150 - 250 fuel assemblies with 80 - 100
tons of uranium. Water has to be kept under 150 times of atmospheric pressure to avoid
boiling because water reaches to around 325 oC in the reactor core. Pressure is produced
by steam in a pressuriser as seen in Figure 3.5. Water is also the moderator in the primary
coolant circuit. If any significant amount of water boils and turns to steam, the fission
reaction will slow down. The EF-FLRD sensors can be employed for continuous and
long-time monitoring of water in a PWR system. Changing water amount will affect one
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of the safety features. The secondary shutdown system is responsible for adding boron to
the primary circuit. The secondary circuit has less pressure, and water boils in the heat
exchangers. Generated steam drives the turbine to generate electricity. Then the steam is
condensed and returned to the heat exchangers in contact with the primary circuit.

Figure 3.5

Schematic illustration of pressurized water reactor.

(From World Nuclear Association web page)
3.3.3

Coolant System
HW is used as a coolant in heavy water reactors. The coolant should be restricted

with the reactor boundary for safety. Even though many precautions have been taken and
technological systems have been improved and executed in the reactors, there are still
some possible risks for coolant leakage into the environment, such as cracks or corrosion
in reactor parts [110]. Therefore, precise HW detection is extremely important. So far, to
setup a HW detection system, one should have enough space to setup the system, enough
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budget to periodically replace system components, and much time to fabricate the system.
On the contrary, the EF sensing technique requires low cost, less time, and a small space
to setup.
Improvement of an early detection tool for coolant leakage is extremely important
for nuclear safety during normal operation of the reactors. The regularity guidelines
strongly suggest for nuclear power plants to use two leak detection systems which have
different techniques for very early detection [113]. The reactor coolant system (RCS)
leakage, which is important for safety significance, changes depend on the leakage
source, leakage rate, and the leakage period of time. Even very small leakage can cause
an increase in material deterioration such as corrosion and cracks on the RCS equipments
[114].
3.4

Heavy Water Detection
Figure 3.6 shows the response of diluted HW, ranging from 97% to 10%, in DI

water. In the first step, the EF-FLRD sensor was tested in air and in DI water. The
response of the sensor in the DI water solution was used as a reference to compare with
ringdown times of the sensor in HW solutions. Then the sensor was immersed into HW
solution of 97% concentration. This step was repeated twice to show repeatability of the
sensor for HW response. Average ringdown time was 12.08 µs for the sensor response in
DI water. Ringdown time in air before and after DI water test was 9.35 µs. After that the
EF-FLRD sensor read ringdown time in HW of 97% concentration as 11.33 µs in both
steps. The difference of 0.75 µs between DI water and HW solution shows that DI water
and heavy water refractive indexes are different from each other, and that is detectible
with the EF-FLRD sensor by using the EF sensing technique. When known refractive
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indexes of DI water and HW, 1.3325 and 1.3285 respectively [115], are compared, the
difference between refractive indexes is also seen clearly. Later, HW is diluted to 80% by
adding DI water, and ringdown time difference from 97% is observed as 0.46 µs.
Following diluted concentrations until 10% show differences in terms of observed
ringdown times by the EF-FLRD sensor. In 10% HW concentration, ringdown time was
11.99 µs. The difference of 0.09 between initial ringdown time in DI water and the final
ringdown time in a 10% HW solution is quite visible in the figure. The baseline stability
of the EF-FLRD sensor is 0.36%. The detection limit of the EF-FLRD sensor is 10% HW
for our experiment and can be enhanced at least 100 folds, based on our previous work on
glucose sensing [27]. The detection limit can be increased by increasing sensor’s
sensitivity.
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Response to different concentrations of Heavy Water.

First, the EF-FLRD sensor was tested in DI water to get a reference data, and then was
tested in different concentrations of heavy water solutions.
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The measured EF attenuation difference versus heavy water concentration.
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Figure 3.7 shows behavior of the EF attenuation versus HW concentration, %, in
DI water. The y-axis is related to the absolute value of ΔBEF defined in Equation (2.10).
ΔBEF is calculated by subtracting of inverse ringdown time in air and inverse ringdown
time in different concentrations of HW solutions. For example, average ringdown time in
97% HW solution (τHW) is 11.33 µs, and average ringdown time in air (

) right after

97% HW solution is 9.27 µs. Calculated absolute value of ΔBEF for 97% HW solution is
0.0127 (a.u.). The fitted curve in the Figure 3.7 shows a linear relationship between the
EF attenuation and the HW concentration in the tested range.
3.5

Detection of Different Trace Elements in DI Water
Several elements, such as Mg, Fe, P, and Cd of 1000 µg/ml concentration in 2%-

HNO3/Water, were detected by using the EF-FLRD chemical sensor. Two and three
elements were tested in DI water for comparison to both each other and DI water. First,
traces of Mg, Fe, and P elemental solutions were tested in DI water after the sensor was
immersed into DI water twice. Second, traces of Mg and Fe elements were detected in DI
water as a proof of the first test. Third, detection of trace elements, P and Mg, was
investigated. Finally, differentation between P and Cd elemental solutions was observed.
Current methods for detections of trace heavy metals in water are atomic
absorption spectroscopy (AAS) [116], inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS) [117], total-reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF) spectrometry [118], and
anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) [119]. Xie et al. developed an ultramicroelectrode
arrays sensor to detect trace concentrations of heavy metals in water [120]. They
determined trace concentration of heavy metals like Pb and Cd in aqueous solution by
using square wave ASV. Wang et al. detected heavy metal ions in water by using high70

resolution differential surface plasmon resonance (SPR) with ASV [121]. They
demonstrated a quantitative detection of copper (Cu), Pb, and mercury (Hg) ions in water.
In another study, Forzani et al. detected heavy metal ions in drinking water by using a
high-resolution differential SPR sensor [122]. They demonstrated selective detection of
Cu2+ and Ni2+ by coating the sensing surface with peptides NH2-Gly-Gly-His-COOH and
NH2- (His)6-COOH.
Verma et al. developed a fiber optic biosensor for detection of Cd in milk [123].
They achieved the detection limit of 0.1 µg/l by using the biosensor. Prestel et al.
developed a sensor system for the fluorimetric detection of dissolved heavy metals in
ground water and surface water [124]. They also detected different metal ions by using a
fiber optic sensor array.
All of these methods obtain good detection limits and a high linear range, but the
development of analytical instruments using the aforementioned techniques or methods is
costly. Accumulating and processing samples are time-consuming and give possible
errors. On the contrary, the EF-FLRD sensors offer high sensitivity, fast response, low
cost, and easy system setup. For the element detection experiment, the same FLRD
system setup in Figure 1.3 was used.
Figure 3.9 shows detection of three different trace elements, Mg, Fe, and P, in DI
water. The samples have a concentration of 1000 µg/ml. Responses to the elemental
solutions showed good reproducibility and repeatibility. In Figure 3.9, the EF-FLRD
chemical sensor was immersed into the DI water solution twice to show repeatability of
the sensor before detection of the trace elements. Afterwards Mg, Fe, and P elements
were tested, and differences between the trace elements are clearly presented. The sensor
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head was washed off once after detection of each trace element to get rid of
contamination. Again, the sensor head was washed off with fresh DI water to make sure
there is no containment from the tested element. It is clearly shown in Figure 3.8 that
trace detection of each element can be sensed by using the EF-FLRD chemical sensor.
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Detections of different trace elements, Mg, Fe, and P, in DI water.

Initial DI water test repeated twice shows both the repeatability of the sensor and
reference data for a comparison with the sensor’s ringdown times with other elemental
solutions. The rest of the water steps are to clean sensor head from contamination of each
element.
Figure 3.9 shows detection of two of the previously tested trace elements, Mg and
Fe, in DI water. The samples have a concentration of 1000 µg/ml. The sensor responded
to the elemental solutions reproducibly and repeatably. In Figure 3.9, the EF-FLRD
chemical sensor was immersed into DI water solution twice to show repeatability of the
sensor before detection of the trace elements. Similar to the previous process, the sensor
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head was washed off twice with fresh DI water to get rid of contamination. This data is a
proof for Figure 3.8 data that trace detection of Mg and Fe at the same concentration is
different from each other.
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Figure 3.9

Detections of different trace elements, Mg and Fe, in DI water.

When the sensor was in DI water solution, the average ringdown time was 9.72 µs
in both steps. After that, the sensor was immersed into Mg solution, and the sensor read
the average ringdown time as 9.4 µs. The baseline stability of the sensor which was used
in this experiment was 0.4%. The sensor response in terms of ringdown time for Fe
solution was 9.92 µs. The EF-FLRD chemical sensor read different ringdown times due
to the difference in the refractive indices of each solution. This experiment proved that
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the EF-FLRD technique, which is a relatively new sensing technique evolved from the
cavity ringdown technique, can be utilized to detect trace elements in DI water.
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Detections of different trace elements, P and Mg, in DI water.

Figure 3.9 shows detection of two different trace elements, P and Mg, in DI water.
The samples have a concentration of 1000 µg/ml. Sensor responds to the elemental
solutions were measured in terms of ringdown time and showed good reproducibility and
repeatibility. In Figure 3.9, the EF-FLRD chemical sensor was immersed into the DI
water solution twice before testing elements to show repeatability of the sensor. To clean
contamination, the sensor head was washed off three time times after each element test.
When the sensor was in DI water solution, the average ringdown time was 11.45
µs in both steps. After that, the sensor was immersed into P solution, and the sensor read
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average ringdown time as 11.81 µs. The baseline stability of the sensor which was used
in this experiment was 0.3%. The sensor response in terms of ringdown time for Mg
solution was 11.05 µs. Responses to Mg elements are different for two experiments
because each sensor has different optical losses and sensitivities, resulting in different
responses to the same solution. Ringdown time differences between DI water, P, and Mg
are due to different refractive indexes of each solution. This experiment showed that the
EF-FLRD technique can be used to determine different trace elements in DI water.
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Detections of different trace elements, P and Cd, in DI water.

The sensor was tested in DI water twice to show repeatablitiy of the sensor, and then
three times after each element test to get rid of contamination.
Figure 3.11 shows detection of two different trace elements, P and Cd, in DI
water. The samples have a concentration of 1000 µg/ml. Responses of the sensor to the
elemental solutions were observed in terms of ringdown time and showed good
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reproducibility and repeatibility. In Figure 3.9, the EF-FLRD chemical sensor was
immersed into the DI water solution twice initially before the sensor was tested for trace
elements to show repeatability of the sensor. To clean contamination, the sensor head was
washed off three time times after each element test. In this experiment, differences of
trace elements for P and Cd were presented successfully.
When the sensor was in DI water solution, the average ringdown time was 11.25
µs in both steps. After that, the sensor was immersed into P solution, and the sensor read
the average ringdown time as 11.68 µs. The baseline stability of the sensor which was
used in this experiment was 0.49%. The sensor response in terms of ringdown time for
Cd solution was 11.38 µs. Ringdown time differences between DI water, P, and Cd are
due to different refractive indices of each solution. This experiment also showed that the
EF-FLRD technique can be employed to determine different trace elements in DI water.
3.6

Conclusions
Several EF-FLRD chemical sensors were developed and tested for detection of

HW in different concentrations ranging from 97% - 10% and traces of several chemical
elements, such as Fe, Mg, P, and Cd in DI water. Diluting 97% HW in DI water down to
10% changed the refractive index of HW solution in different concentrations. The bulk
index-based sensing technique was applied to measure the response of the EF-FLRD
sensor to HW solutions in terms of ringdown time. The importance of HW detection is
that HW has been used as a coolant in nuclear power plants. Controlling HW change is
exteremely important to protect nuclear power plants from explosion, regarding human
life and environment protection. Beside HW detection, the EF-FLRD chemical sensors
were tested for detection of trace elements in DI water. Each solution has its own
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refractive index and had 1000 µg/ml concentration. Accordingly tested elements showed
good repeatability and reproducibility. Each experiment was handled precisely and
carried out under laboratory conditions. No additional optical components such as
OTDR, OSA, etc. were employed. The EF-FRLD chemical sensors utilized in this work
were presented repeatable and reproducible responses for trace element detection.
Therefore, the EF-FLRD sensors provide low cost, easy design, high sensitivity, and fast
response regarding to their counterpars.
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CHAPTER IV
PHYSICAL SENSORS

FLRD sensors have also been used for sensing physical quantities with fast
response, high sensitivity, and low cost. Wang et al. reported development of pressure
and force sensors by utilizing the FLRD technique [16, 17]. They used 1 cm long bare
SMF as the sensor head. Optical loss in the fiber loop was introduced due to
microbending of the fiber. They converted changes in ringdown time to optical losses,
resulting in observing the response of the sensor to pressure change. They also introduced
FBG-FLRD temperature sensors by using the same FLRD technique [21, 41]. They
detected temperature change in FBG due to FBG curve shift by measuring the ringdown
time.
The FLRD sensors have been employed widely in structural health monitoring
(SHM) to detect moisture and cracks in concrete structures. The first use of FOSs in
concrete was suggested by Mendez et al. [125]. They reported the use of embedded FOSs
in concrete structures for non-destructive measurement of internal stress and strain of
concrete as well as for the assessment of structural integrity. Multiplexed grating sensors
were installed on a bridge to monitor strain responses of different positions [7].
For crack detection, a novel method for monitoring of fracture critical bridges
using distributed fiber optic technology based on stimulated Brillouin scattering was
reported by Glisic and Inaudi [126]. The cracks were detected based on change in the
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Brillouin frequency of the scattered light in the optical fiber. Sahay et al. described for
the first time a FLRD concrete crack sensor [20]. They detected manually-produced
cracks in concrete bars.
This chapter includes fabrication of water, crack, and temperature sensors and test
results of the sensors in concrete bars and concrete structures. Several FLRD water and
crack sensors were fabricated and tested under laboratory conditions. The FBG-FLRD
temperature sensors were also fabricated and calibrated in the laboratory. Later, two
water sensors, two crack sensors, and two temperature sensors were deployed in a
concrete cube of dimensions 10 ft × 10 ft × 8 ft at a test site (the US Deparmtne of
Energy (DOE) designated test site) in Miami, FL.
4.1
4.1.1

EF-FLRD Water Sensor
Reproducibly Reversible FLRD Water Sensor Embedded in Concrete and
Grout for Water Monitoring
Concrete is the most important material in civil engineering. It has unique

features, such as lightness, strength, and durability. Even though its durability is high
enough to survive for years, concrete structures can be attacked environmentally. This
attack causes some damages, such as deterioration and instability of the structures.
Moisture is one of the key factors accounting for the deterioration of concrete structures,
which leads to the corrosion of structures by dissolving other contaminants inside the
structures [127, 128]. On the other hand, water itself is an important ingredient when a
concrete structure is being built up and has a critical impact on the structure’s lifetime;
however, excessive amount of water can cause faster degradation of concrete [129].
Besides the factor of excessive water during the curing process, environmental
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phenomena, such as rain, humidity, etc., can also launch the process of degradation of a
concrete structure. Water can penetrate inside a concrete structure easily if the structure
has a crack. Water transmits damaging ions, such as sulfate, carbonate, chloride,
ammonium, etc., which can potentially oxidize the steel structure inside the concrete
[130]. In addition, water leaked into structures can freeze and later on may expand inside
the concrete. This cycle causes accruing damages, microcracks, and deformation inside
the structure [131]. Therefore, detection of water is critically important for retardation of
water penetration and early maintenance of concrete structures.
FOSs have been used to monitor concrete structures for over twenty years [132134]. Advantages and features of FOSs are reviewed in detail in Refs. [24, 132-135]. One
of the early studies regarding monitoring of concrete structures was to embed a fiber
optic sensor directly in concrete structures and buildings [136]. While early studies were
focused on the sensing of strain, corrosion, or deformation of concrete structures using
embedded FOS, water and moisture sensing were focused on in later studies. Swart et al.
reported detecting moisture in concrete via a fiber optic Mach–Zehnder interformeter
[137]. The essence of the sensor was based on detecting moisture dependence of shock
waves, which were generated in concrete by a spring-loaded gun with stainless steel
balls. Another study based on absorption of moisture in concrete was reported by Yeo et
al. [138]. They used a FBG sensor coated with a moisture sensitive polymer and then
embedded the sensor in several concrete samples to detect moisture by measuring the
Bragg wavelength shift caused by the expansion of the coated material. The same group
reported another study of an FBG-based moisture sensor to test porosity change in
different concrete samples when the sensor was exposed to a series of freeze/thaw cycles
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[139]. Healy et al. fabricated an optical fiber-based moisture sensor by coating a LPG
with a moisture-sensitive polymer to observe existence of moisture in building envelopes
[140]. They detected moisture based on a refractive index change of the coating
materials, resulting from absorption of the moisture. Wavelength of the light, which was
propagated in the optical fiber, was a function of refractive indices. Hence, detection of
moisture was given by a wavelength shift. Recently Alam et al. have studied moisture
detection in concrete by using interdigitated near-field sensors [141]. They embedded
meander and circular interdigitated sensors in wet concrete samples and detected
moisture using interelectrode capacitance as percentage of moisture content in the
concrete. More recently, Ghandehari et al. have reported a sensing method, in which near
infrared electromagnetic radiation was injected into optical fibers to analyze interval
structure of the samples [142]. They showed that molecular vibration spectroscopy can
supply an effective means for in situ measurement of capillary absorption and
evaporation in cementitious materials. There have been several other fiber optic water or
moisture sensors, which are made from SMF, FBG or other sensing elements [108, 143148]. However, none of the sensors reported in Refs. [108, 143-148] have been
embedded in concrete structures for water or moisture sensing.
The EF-FLRD technique is a very sensitive time-domain sensing technique. EFFLRD sensors have both the generic features of FOS, such as small size, light weight,
and low cost and additional advantages, such as fast response, high sensitivity, and high
reversibility. An EF-FLRD sensor head is prepared by etching a section of a SMF loop
using a 48% HF acid solution. When a laser pulse travels inside the fiber loop, the light
intensity is attenuated after each round trip due to EF absorption and/or scattering loss in
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the fiber loop sensor head. If the wavelength of the light is selected to be not absorbed by
the medium in the sensor head, the EF loss is generally from EF scattering loss, which is
dependent upon RI difference for a given sensor unit. For example, when an EF-FLRD
sensor head is exposed to air and water, which have optical indices of 1.0003 and 1.3330
at 1515 nm, respectively, different refractive index differences (Δn) between the fiber
core (ncore = 1.4491) - air and the fiber core-water have different EF scattering losses that
are represented by the sensor in terms of different ringdown times. Detailed description
of the EF-FLRD sensors can be read in Refs. [35, 85]. New applications of the EF-FLRD
sensor have been reported in a more recent work [27].
The purpose of this study was to monitor water or moisture in concrete mixture by
using the EF-FLRD technique, which was achieved by embedding a section of partially
etched SMF (the EF-FLRD sensor head) into the concrete mixture made under laboratory
conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this technique is for the first time applied for
monitoring of water in concrete. Several tests were carried out in different concrete bars
where sensors were embedded. Results indicated that when a small amount of water was
poured on the concrete and water reached the sensor head, the presence of water and
variations in water content in the concrete were detected instantaneously and reversibly
by the EF-FLRD sensors.
4.1.2
4.1.2.1

Experimental Setup
The EF-FLRD Sensors
Figure 4.1 illustrates the setup of an EF-FLRD sensor system. A FLRD sensor

consists of two major parts: a sensor control system and a sensor unit. The control system
consists of a CW diode laser source, a photodiode detector (Thorlabs, PDA50B), and
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ringdown electronic control devices. A fiber loop ringdown sensor unit includes a single
mode fiber loop connected through two identical 2×1 fiber couplers and a sensor head
that was spliced as part of the fiber loop. The same sensor control system can run any
FLRD sensor unit through connection and disconnection of a fiber sensor unit to the
control system via two single mode fiber FC/APC connectors. Diameters of the fiber
cladding and the fiber core of the fiber are 125 m and ∼8.2 m, respectively. The two
identical 2×1 fiber couplers (Opneti Communication Co.) were fabricated with a split
ratio of 0.1:99.9 in the double-leg end of the fiber couplers. The total optical loss of the
light in the fiber loop, including absorption loss, fiber connectors’ insertion losses, and
fiber couplers’ losses, was estimated to be <0.45 dB. The typical splicing loss was 0.02 0.04 dB and estimated by the splicer. Total length of the fiber loop was 120 m. When a
laser beam was coupled into the fiber loop, the photodiode detector observed a ringdown
signal, and then this signal was applied to a pulse generator (SRS, model DG 535) to
trigger the generator to produce a series of negative square waves. These pulsed square
waves were applied to the laser driver to drop laser current to zero rapidly and a series of
laser pulses were created from the continuous wave diode laser. For each laser pulse, the
photodiode detector observed a series of pulsed spikes generated from each round trip of
the laser pulse inside the fiber loop. The ringdown curve was monitored by an
oscilloscope (Tektronix, 410A). Details of a typical FLRD sensor loop and its electronic
control system can be seen elsewhere [16, 17].
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Schematic representation of the EF-FLRD sensor system and the EF-FLRD
sensor head.

One section of SMF was etched in a 48% HF acid solution for ∼34 min after the
plastic jacket was removed. Etching process was evaluated in terms of fiber diameter by
continuously monitoring ringdown time because etching was radially symmetric [34].
When the EF in the fiber cladding started being disturbed, ringdown time of the laser
beam in the loop began to decrease due to the optical loss at the sensor head. The higher
optical loss is, the lower ringdown time is. Figure 4.1(a) and (b) illustrates the section of
a bare SMF to be etched as the sensor head and the etched fiber sensor head, respectively.
4.1.2.2

The EF-FLRD Sensing Principle
A coupled light pulse travels many round trips inside the fiber loop. Intensity of

the light pulse decreases after each round trip because of optical loss, and the photodiode
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detector observes different intensity after each round trip. Therefore, the light intensity
observed by the detector is molded by [16, 31, 80]

(4.1)
where I is the light intensity at time t (time is zero when the light source is injected into
the loop), L is the total length of the fiber loop, c is the speed of the light in vacuum, n is
the average refractive index of the fiber loop, and A is the total fiber transmission loss of
the light per round trip. Behavior of the light intensity is given by solution of Equation
(4.1).

I

I e

(4.2)

The time required for I to decrease to 1/e of I0 is referred to as the ringdown time, τ0, and
is given by Equation (4.3a).

(a)

τ
(4.3)

(b) τ
The total transmission loss is a constant for a given FLRD sensor, which is
determined by the physical parameters of the sensor, such as the fiber absorption loss, the
couplers’ insertion losses, the refractive index, and the fiber length. When a sensing
activity occurs at one section (sensor head) of the fiber loop, the result is an additional
optical loss, B, of the light pulse in the fiber loop, which causes a change in the ringdown
time, τ, given by Equation (4.3b). From Equations (4.3a) and (4.3b), we have
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(4.4)
Equation (4.4) indicates that a change in a sensing activity, such as external
pressure, deformation, absorption, etc., can be determined by measuring ringdown times
with and without the sensing event. For an EF-FLRD water sensor, B denotes the
difference in optical loss of the laser beam in the loop between with and without water
presence in the concrete. Different water contents affect the optical refractive index of the
interface between the surface of the sensor head and its surrounding (the concrete);
therefore the change in the index difference changes the EF scattering loss and different
ringdown times are read by the sensor [34, 86].
4.1.3

Concrete Samples
Setting of concrete structures is attributed to a transition from liquid phase to a

solid phase [149]. Concrete samples were prepared in a rectangular bar-shape so that a
sensor head could be straightly laid along the longest axis of symmetry of the bar. Four
different concrete bars and four different grout bars were prepared to test eight EF-FLRD
sensor units. The concrete bars were made of a ready to-use concrete mix (a mixture of
cement and aggregate, Quikrete), all-purpose sand (Quikrete), and water. All mixtures
were prepared manually. Therefore, the four concrete bars had different porosity features.
Similarly, the grout bars were manually made of tile mortar with polymer (Mapei), allpurpose sand (Quikrete), and water. The four grout bars also had different structure
properties. Table 4.1 lists dimensions of the four concrete bars and four grout bars and
length of the corresponding sensor head embedded in each of the sensor units (A - H).
The estimated weight of each sensor unit is listed in Table 4.1. Setting of each concrete
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bar took approximately 48 h in order to be completely hardened. Figure 4.2 shows one of
the concrete bars, in which a fiber sensor head was embedded. The sensor unit was ready
for test after 48 h curing. The water:cement ratio was 1:4. The water:cement ratio
determines permeability and strength of the concrete bars. Higher water:cement ratios
result in weaker concrete bars. Aggregates also make concrete bars weaker because
aggregates create pores inside concrete structures.

Figure 4.2

A concrete bar with an embedded EF-FLRD water sensor.
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Table 4.1

Properties of concrete and grout bars and sensor lengths inside these bars.
Estimated Weight of

Dimensions (l×w×h)

Sensor Head

the Bar (kg)

(cm3)

Length (cm)

A

0.880

22 × 6 × 5

15.0

B

0.890

35 × 5 × 5

16.0

C

0.865

32 × 5 × 4

18.0

D

0.860

30 × 5.5 × 4.5

17.0

E

0.380

31 × 3.5 × 3.5

18.0

F

0.360

30 × 3 × 3.5

17.0

G

0.385

30 × 4.5 × 4.5

18.0

H

0.370

29 × 4.5 × 3.5

17.0

Sensor Unit

Figure 4.3

An EF-FLRD water sensor unit. The electronics and data acquisition
system are not shown in the picture.
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After water and cement were mixed together in a ratio of 1:4, half of the carton
block, as shown in Figure 4.2, was filled with the mixture. A previously fabricated fiber
sensor head was laid down approximately along the axis of the rectangular bar. After that
carton block was fully filled with mixture and the concrete bar was left for a 48 h curing
process. The porosity generated by the aggregates helps water to leak to the sensor head
easily. To protect the fiber from being cut by the sharp edges of the concrete bar, two
plastic serum tubes were used to cover the section of the fiber located at each end of the
concrete bar. Figure 4.3 shows an EF-FLRD water sensor unit, which was ready for
testing. The electronic control portion of the sensor system was not shown in the figure.
In the experiments, a small amount of water (10 - 80 ml), depending on different test
purposes, was spread onto the surface of the bar and change in ringdown time was
monitored.
4.1.4
4.1.4.1

Results and Discussion
Response of the EF-FLRD Water Sensors Embedded in Concrete Samples
Figure 4.4 shows the collected data from four different EF-FLRD water sensors

(Units A-D), which were embedded in different concrete bars, as shown in Table 4.1. In
Figure 4.4, the data were recorded in different time periods. As concrete properties
depend on many factors, such as physical and chemical properties of the cement, the
water:cement ratio of the mixture, temperature and time of hydration, the data recorded
using different sensor units embedded in different concrete bars might be different from
each other. However, the main trend of the data was always same, i.e., ringdown time
increased when poured water on the concrete reached the sensor head, and the ringdown
time decreased when the water dried out. The other factor is sensitivity of the sensors,
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which also determines the detailed features of the data. Different sensors have different
sensitivities because of the hand-based fabrication processes of the sensor heads and
sensor loops, such as length of the etched fiber in the sensor head, the length of the fiber
loop, and total optical loss A were different from each sensor. Fabrication of a sensor
head versus its sensitivity was discussed extensively in Ref. [34]. Therefore, each sensor
had a different sensitivity. Due to the different properties of the concrete bars and
different sensitivities of the EF-FLRD sensors, the four sets of data displayed different
features.
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Response of four EF-FLRD water sensors embedded in concrete bars to
water content.

A - D are different sensor units and their responses are shown in (a) - (d), respectively.
The sensors have good reversibility to water content in the concrete.
Figure 4.4(a) shows the data collected for 19 h using sensor Unit A. Twenty
minutes after the data collection started, 25 ml water was poured on the surface of the
concrete bar. As soon as water reached the sensor head, the sensor sensed water
immediately. It was only about 5 min from pouring water onto the surface of the concrete
bar to an increase in the observed ringdown time (signal). The 5 min were the water
penetration time from the surface of the bar to the sensor head because the response of
the EF-FLRD sensor to a change in the medium to be sensed was less than a second [34,
86]. The increase of the ringdown time was due to the fact that refractive index of the
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water was higher than the refractive index of the dry concrete [86]. When the small
amount of water was completely absorbed by the rest of the concrete and possibly passed
through the sensor zone into other parts of the concrete, ringdown time began to decrease
slightly due to the small change in the moisture level in the concrete around the sensor
head. Another 25 ml of water was poured on the concrete surface. The effect of
additional water was that the ringdown time stopped decreasing. At the same time, no
significant increase in the ringdown time was observed even after several minutes. The
ringdown time was stable for one and half hours and then started decreasing again.
During the subsequent 4 h, ringdown time was relatively stable because the moisture
level at the sensor head was saturated and hence effectively constant. After another 11 h,
curing occurred and ringdown time decreased gradually. The experimental results with
Unit A showed that the embedded EF-FLRD sensor was responsive to the water. The
addition of the 50 ml of water to the concrete bar in this experiment changed the
refractive index of the environment around the sensor head. This change in the refractive
index was almost immediately sensed by the sensor, which was demonstrated by an
increase in the ringdown time. After approximately 19 h, when the water in that local
environment in the concrete dried out, the refractive index around the sensor changed
again; that was also picked up by the sensor, exhibiting a successive decrease in the
ringdown time. Therefore, in addition to being responsive to the change of water around
the sensor head, the sensor was also reversible in terms of change of the ringdown time
that reversed back to its baseline.
Another test was conducted using sensor Unit B. As shown in Figure 4.4(b), data
were recorded for 10 h, and a total of 80 ml water was used at two different times. After
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20 min of data collection, 40 ml water was poured onto the surface of the concrete bar
with dimensions of 35 cm × 5 cm × 5 cm. Ringdown time increased immediately. After 1
h, another 40 ml water was poured onto the surface. Ringdown time increased further.
After 1 h 6 min, ringdown time became stabilized due to the moisture saturation in the
sensor zone. After that, ringdown time started decreasing, indicating the drying process
of the concrete. Figure 4.4(c) shows the data collected with sensor Unit C, which was
made manually in the same way as Units A and B. Sensor Unit C had dimensions of 32
cm × 4 cm × 5 cm. Data were recorded continuously for 16 h. Ringdown time was
recorded for 90 min before 75 ml water was poured. After 2 min, ringdown time
increased sharply. This shorter water penetration time, as compared to the 5 min in sensor
Unit A, implied that sensor Units C and A had different structure properties while both
were made of the same materials. After a short period of time (56 min), the ringdown
time started decreasing. The sharp peak shows clear response of the sensor to the change
of water content in the location where the sensor was embedded. The sensor had
excellent reversibility. Interestingly, after 5 h continuously monitoring, ringdown time
became increase in small amplitude. This behavior remains unexplained in this work. The
phenomenon could be due to chemical reactions inside the concrete or redistribution of
water flow around the sensor head. From the monotonic-trend of the ringdown signal,
shown in Figure 4.4(c), it was less likely a noise though this behavior was not observed in
other sensor units. Nevertheless, additional experiments need to be carried out to explain
this behavior in future study. Especially, effects of physical and chemical properties of
the interface between the sensor head and the media on the sensor’s sensing behavior is
an interesting subject for this particular sensor.
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Sensor Unit D was tested continuously for 43 h to study the effect of adding
excessive water to the concrete. In addition, this test was designed to investigate the
sensor’s reproducible reversibility in a complete cycle of dry–wet–dry–wet–dry process.
As shown in Figure 4.4(d), the data consist of two distinct parts, as marked in the figure.
In Part I, after 40 ml, 40 ml, and 20 ml water were successively poured on the surface of
the concrete bar with dimensions of 30 cm × 4.5 cm × 5.5 cm, the ringdown time
increased to its peak value of 9.1 µs. The ringdown time curve shows a hysteresis
behavior due to the water saturation. After the peak, the decreasing ringdown time
indicated the drying out process of the concrete. In order to test the reproducible
reversibility of the sensor, another 20 ml water was added before the ringdown time
dropped completely to the baseline, which was 7.6 µs for this sensor. As expected,
ringdown time rapidly increased again and reached the peak value. After a period of 13.4
h, ringdown time decreased and dropped back to the sensor’s baseline at 7.6 µs. As
shown in part II instead of decreasing monotonically back to the baseline, the ringdown
time decrease showed a spike on the slope of the decreasing curve. This phenomenon is
speculated to be one (or more) of the various reasons mentioned above for the Unit C.
Nevertheless, the results, as shown in Figure 4.4, support that the EF-FLRD water
sensors have a fast response and reproducible reversibility when the sensors are
embedded in concrete.
4.1.4.2

Response of the EF-FLRD Water Sensors Embedded In Grout Samples
Figure 4.5 shows the results from another three different sensor units (E-G). The

sensor units were embedded in grout with a ratio of water:cement:aggregate, 1:5:1.
Response of the sensors to the presence of water in the grout was also fast and reversible.
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In addition, the three sensors were more sensitive to the same amount of water added
because the water:cement ratio in the grout bars was smaller than the ratio of the concrete
bars, in which previous sensor units A-D were embedded and tested. Therefore,
sensitivities of the sensors were higher due to lower porosity of the grout. The result
obtained with sensor Unit E shows a general trend of ringdown time: increasing, steady,
and decreasing, which corresponded, respectively, to the presence of water in the sensor,
saturation of water content in the sensor zone, and drying out process of the grout. The
recorded penetration time of the water from the surface of the grout bar to the sensor
location was 5 min. The total monitoring time was 18 h and 70 ml water was poured on
the surface of the grout bar. The result shows clearly that the EF-FLRD water sensor is
very reversible. Figure 4.5(f) and (g) present the results from testing sensor Units F and
G. Both sensors were running for 24 h. 40 ml and 20 ml water were poured onto the
surface of the grout bars in each of the sensor units, respectively. In sensor Unit F, 40 ml
water was poured after the sensor ran for 60 min, and for sensor Unit G, 20 ml water was
poured after the sensor ran for 80 min. In both cases, the sensors read a constant
ringdown time when no water was presented in the grout. After water was poured, both
sensors read increased ringdown times, followed by gradually decreasing ringdown
times. Except differences in the detailed features between two dynamic curves, which
were due to different grout structures in the two bars, the response curves show a
repeatable water sensing trend. These results demonstrate the repeatability of the sensors’
response to water in grout even with different sensor units and different grout properties.
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Figure 4.5

Response of three EF-FLRD water sensors embedded in grout bars to water
content.

E-G are three different sensor units and their response are shown in (e) - (g), respectively.
The sensors have reproducible reversibility to water content in the grout.
4.1.4.3

Detection Sensitivity of the EF-FLRD Water Sensors
Sensitivity of the EF-FLRD water sensor was also analyzed. Here the sensitivity

is defined as the minimum detectable water (ml) which makes the sensor responsive
when the water is poured onto the surface of a concrete/grout bar. Figure 4.6 illustrates
the testing data from sensor Unit H made of the grout. In this test, the sensor was first run
for 50 min before water was poured in order to control the baseline stability of the sensor.
As shown in the inset, the baseline has a high stability of 0.3%, defined as ringdown
baseline noise [16, 34]. This baseline noise was used as a reference to estimate the signal96

to-noise (S/N) ratio to characterize the sensor’s detection sensitivity limit. After 2 min, 10
ml water was poured on the surface of the grout bar with dimensions of 29 cm × 3.5 cm ×
4.5 cm, ringdown time instantaneously increased from the baseline, 9.5 µs, to the peak
value, 13.8 µs. After the peak value, the ringdown decreased gradually, indicating the
drying out process of the grout during the following 25 h. This result not only shows the
reversibility and fast response of the water sensor, as demonstrated in the previous sensor
units, but shows a high water sensitivity of the sensor as well. If estimated by a mass
ratio, this 10 ml water sensitivity obtained in this grout bar was only approximately 2.7%.
Furthermore, the response of the 10 ml water was 4.3 µs in terms of ringdown time
difference. Based on the baseline noise of this sensor, the S/N of the sensor’s response to
the 10 ml water was 86. This S/N yields a theoretical detection limit of 0.12 ml water for
the sensor embedded in grout bar of 370 g. Assuming that this amount of water is
homogeneously distributed in the concrete bar, the water sensor becomes a moisture
sensor. In terms of the detection sensitivity of a fiber optic sensor embedded in
concrete/grout, this is the most sensitive and reversible fiber optic water sensor reported
to date. A closer look at the response curve shows a sharp spike located on the slope of
the rising curve. This spike was not a noise. It was related to the water permeation
dynamics inside the grout. Details of the water interactions with concrete/grout inside the
bar remain unknown in this study. However, detection of this single point event suggests
that the current water sensor due to its fast response and high reversibility can be used to
study the dynamics of water interactions with concrete/grout. This may open an
interesting subject of future study.
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High sensitivity of the sensor Unit H embedded in a grout bar.
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Table 4.2

Comparison of the embedded EF-FLRD water sensor with other embedded
fiber optic water sensors in terms of the sensor type, sensing principle,
response time, reversibility, sensitivity, and cost.

Sensor
Sensing
Resp. Reversibility Sensitivity
Type
Principle time
FBG based Wavelength 65 min Non-reversible Water-bath
sensor
shift
Single mode Shock waves 44 hrs Non-reversible
optical fiber propagation
Single mode Propagation 5 km/s Non-reversible
fiber
velocity of
shock waves
Polymer Wavelength 240 Non-reversible
shift
min
coated on
FBG
Polymer
coated on
FBG

Wavelength
shift

170
min

Non-reversible

Multimode Gravimetric 6.7 hrs Non-reversible
plastic clad sorptivity
silica fiber
Reversible
Bare single EF-FLRD 5 min
mode fiber ringdown
technique

4.1.4.4

Cost

High (FBG,
OSA,
broadband,
light source)
Water-bath
High (pin
photodetector,
spring-loaded
gun, amplifier)
Water-bath High (MachZehnder
interferometer
Water-bath High (FBG,
OSA,
broadband light
source)
Water-bath High (FBG,
OSA,
broadband light
source)
Submerged in
Long
water for 5 fabrication time
days
( ~5 weeks)
10-80 ml
Low (single
water
mode fiber,
photodiode
detector)

Ref.
123

129

131
132

133

136

This
work

Comparison of the EF-FLRD Water Sensors Embedded in Concrete
Samples with Their Counterparts
Advantages of the EF-FLRD water sensors can be discussed by comparing them

with current fiber optic water sensors that have been embedded in concrete for water
sensing in the aspects of response time, reversibility, and sensitivity. For example, a
polymer coated FBG is based on physical response of the polymer that swells or shrinks
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when moisture inside the coated polymer is saturated or evaporated, respectively,
resulting in a change in the FBG grating spacing. Polymer coated FBG sensors can be
reversible [150]. Reversibility of a polymer coated FBG sensor is restricted by
experimental conditions, including environmental temperature. However, no report, even
under controlled situations, has demonstrated the reversibility with polymer-based FBG
moisture sensors embedded in an actual concrete structure to date. Yeo et al. reported
measurements of moisture in concrete specimens by using a humidity sensor which was
fabricated using a polymer coated FBG as the sensing element [145]. Two humidity
sensors were embedded in different locations in a concrete cube and the concrete cube
was immersed in a water bath. When the polymer coatings absorbed water, the coated
polymer became swollen; the FBG was stressed and a shift in the FBG central
wavelength was detected. Another similar study was reported by Yeo et al. [139, 151]. A
humidity sensor probe was embedded in the concrete to monitor moisture change in the
concrete by measuring the FBG’s wavelength shift. In both studies, the sensors only read
a monotonic trend data, namely, a single step of dry - wet scenario of the concrete.
Reversibility of the experiment was not demonstrated. Similar FBG water sensors were
also used to study concrete structures with different water:cement ratios in different
porosities [138, 139]. In all of these studies the sensors’ principle was based on a FBG’s
wavelength shift, resulting from the swollen polymer-induced stress upon the FBG and
the sensors were not reversible; and only dry - wet transition could be monitored.
However, in comparison with the tested results reported in this work, one of the
advantages of the EF-FLRD water sensor over its counterparts is reversibility, i.e., the
same EF-FLRD sensor can be used to monitor successive increasing and decreasing
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levels of water in concrete. Table 4.2 shows comparisons of the features of the EF-FLRD
water sensors with FBG-water sensors when both types of sensors are embedded in
concrete for water sensing. These features include response time, reversibility, sensitivity,
and cost. There are numerous types of fiber optic water sensors; however, this
comparison is only constrained to the water sensors which have been embedded in
concrete. It is worth noticing that another merit of the EF-FLRD water sensor is that it is
immune to variations of temperature in the concrete because the temperature coefficient
of the bare silica fiber is only 0.5×10−6 /oC [17, 152]. This feature is especially important
in concrete monitoring, i.e., during the curing period, in which temperature change is
drastic.
4.1.5

Conclusions
In this study, novel EF-FLRD water sensors were developed and embedded in

concrete and grout bars to monitor water/moisture in the concrete/grout samples. Eight
EF-FLRD water sensor units were embedded in four different concrete structures and
four different grout structures. The results obtained using the EF-FLRD sensors
embedded in the concrete/grout samples show that the presence of water inside the
concrete/grout samples can be monitored. This is the first time that water in
concrete/grout has been monitored by using the EF-FLRD technique via embedding a
bare single mode fiber-based FLRD sensor in concrete and grout with different
properties. The results tell differences in properties of the concrete/grout samples, such as
porosity and structures of the concrete samples. The recorded data clearly show that this
new technique has apparent advantages over current fiber optic water sensors embedded
in concrete or grout for water/moisture monitoring; faster response, higher sensitivity,
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lower cost, and most importantly, reproducible reversibility. The EF-FLRD sensor is also
immune to temperature variations. Additionally, due to its high sensitivity and fast
response to the presence of water, the sensor can potentially be utilized for study of
chemical and physical dynamics of concrete during the curing period with high temporal
and spatial resolution.
4.2
4.2.1

FLRD Crack Sensor
FLRD Sensor for Potential Real-Time Monitoring of Cracks in Concrete
Structures: An Exploratory Study
A FLRD crack sensor in concrete structure is reported for the first time. A bare

SMF was used to fabricate the sensor head without using any other optical components or
any chemical coating, which was driven by a FLRD sensor system. The sensor
performance was evaluated on hand-made concrete bars of dimensions 20 cm × 5 cm × 5
cm. Responses of the sensor to cracks which were produced manually were recorded in
terms of ringdown times. The sensor demonstrated surface crack width (SCW) detection
of 0.5 mm, which leads to a theoretical SCW detection limit of 31 μm. Response of the
sensor to a cracking event is near real-time (1.5 s). A large dynamic range of crack
detection between a few microns (μm) and a few millimeters (mm) is expected from this
sensor. This FLRD crack sensor seems very promising for detection of cracks when
embedded in concrete with distinct features, such as simplicity, temperature
independence, near real-time response, high SCW detection sensitivity, and a large
dynamic range.
Health monitoring of concrete structures, including crack monitoring, is an
important requirement in the civil infrastructures [153]. Except natural factors, such as
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natural hazards, earthquakes, etc., other factors responsible for cracks in concrete
structures are thermal contraction upon drying, ageing, shrinkage due to water imbalance,
sub-grade settlements, applied loads, etc. [154]. Cracks may or may not be visible
depending on the location. A crack on the surface of a structure is simply detectable,
whereas cracks inside a structure may not be obvious at all. Correspondingly, damage
severity of cracks to the structure can be different depending on the extent and location of
the cracks. For example, a crack width of 0.3 mm is enough to allow water penetration
inside concrete blocks which consequently can result in deterioration. Similarly, even a
micro-crack at critical points, such as joints, bends, etc., can be highly dangerous and
requires immediate care. Therefore, crack monitoring is an essential part of SHM.
There are various non-destructive techniques for crack sensing in concrete
structures. For instance, some of the techniques are surface penetrating radar method,
impact-echo method, infrared thermography, acoustic emissions, etc. [155-158]. In
addition, a new technology named smart aggregate that uses embedded piezoceramic
based transducers has also been used to monitor cracks in concrete structures in recent
years [159-162]. More details on the conventional techniques involved in crack sensing
can be found elsewhere [163, 164]. The first use of fiber optic sensors for SHM is
generally credited to Mèndez et al. [136]. Compared to the conventional techniques of
sensing cracks in concrete structures, techniques based on fiber optic sensing have their
own advantages. For example, FOSs have immunity to electromagnetic interferences,
good functionality in harsh environments, small footprint, and low-cost [165, 166]. FOSs
can be categorized based on sensing mechanism, such as intensiometric sensors,
interferometric sensors, FBG sensors, and polarimetric sensors [135]. All aforementioned
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sensors have their own merits and limitations. For instance, intensiometric sensors have
abilities for long range sensing with the simplest sensing mechanism; whereas
interferometric sensors, FBG sensors, and polarimetric sensors are useful in localized
sensing, and they involve complex instrumentation [167]. Likewise, on the one hand,
light fluctuations affect performance of the intensiometric sensors [168]; temperature
fluctuations affect the FBG based sensors, and they require use of additional means to
counter the temperature impact [169]. A detailed discussion on different FOS regarding
their applications, performances, advantages, limitations, etc., in view of concrete health
monitoring can be seen in several excellent reviews [134, 135, 167, 170-175].
Among the previously mentioned FOSs, the intensiometric sensors, which use
intensity modulation for measurements, are the simplest one to construct. In principle, the
intesiometric sensors can detect damages or cracks at any point in the concrete along the
fiber line because they are capable of sensing an event along the whole length of the fiber
optic cable. In one of the earliest works involving concrete damage detection using the
intensity modulation technique, Rossi and Le Maou [176] conducted experiments with a
bare fiber for crack detection in concrete structures. The fiber without its protective
coatings was embedded directly in the concrete, and the transmitted signal was
monitored. As the crack reached the fiber, the fiber broke, resulting in sudden ceasing of
the transmitted signal. Even though it is the simplest, the major limitation of this method
is that once the fiber breaks, no further detection can be carried on. Ansari and
Navalurkar [177] designed their sensors for crack detection based on the same intensity
modulation method yet with a different configuration. The fiber was made in a loop
shape such that the fiber crosses the generated crack to increase the sensitivity. The
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sensor based on this design is restricted to only small size cracks. Leung et al. [178]
developed a sensor to monitor flexural cracks in concrete structures. The loss in the back
scattered light intensity is related to mechanical deformation. The fiber arrangement
which is laid in a zig-zag shape inside the concrete is the key feature of this design. This
design increases the sensitivity of the system. The sensor is efficient for monitoring
flexural cracks under various types of loads. This technique is simple and sensitive, but
only responsive to certain orientations of cracks regarding the orientation of the fiber.
Habel et al. [179] demonstrated that an intensity-based FOS can be used in a quasidistributed configuration to measure crack opening widths. Similarly, Lee et al. [180]
presented that even a low resolution and less sensitive intensity based fiber optic sensor
constructed with inexpensive instruments can be useful in the cases where precise
measurements of strain or cracks are not required, for example, measurements of
hardness.
Usually, an ideal technique should have common desirables for health monitoring
of concrete structures including damage detection, a simple sensing mechanism, a long
sensing range, low instrumentation cost, high sensitivity, fast response, insensitivity to
temperature and light fluctuations, and capability of distributed sensing [181]. In this
work, we describe a new FLRD sensor, which potentially meets the aforementioned
requirements for crack detection in concrete structures.
The FLRD technique has evolved from the CRDS technique, in which a light
pulse is injected into a cavity constructed using two highly reflective mirrors. The
coupled light pulse travels back and forth many times before it dies out completely. A
small portion of the light energy of the coupled light pulse leaks out of the cavity during
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each round trip. The transient profile of this transmitted light intensity exhibits a single
exponential decay. The decay rate of the light intensity generates the sensing signal called
“ringdown time”, from which concentration of a gas inside the cavity can be determined
[182-184]. Involving the principle of CRDS, the FLRD technique employs the decreasing
rate of the light intensity in a closed fiber loop to determine the ringdown time. The
ringdown time changes due to different optical losses of the light pulse traveling inside
the fiber loop. The difference in the ringdown time results because of a change in the
optical loss, which is related to a sensing event occurred in one section (sensor head) of
the fiber loop. The FLRD technique was first demonstrated by Stewart et al. [97]. Later
many different deviations of FLRD have been reported by different research groups for
different applications [16, 17, 31, 80, 99, 185, 186], including pressure, force, and strain
sensors using a fiber loop combined with different types of fibers or optical components,
such as FBG and long period grating [51, 187-190]. However, to clarify, the FLRD
technique has not been explored for crack detection in concrete structures.
Among several FLRD-based sensors, this is the first FLRD-based crack sensor
that is fabricated, packaged, and embedded in concrete for testing. Very sensitive and
temperature-independent FLRD crack sensors have been developed to monitor cracks in
concrete slabs. A bare SMF was used as a sensor head, which detects a sensing event, a
cracking event in this case. The sensors were tested in our laboratory with actual concrete
bars. Sensors were embedded in a wet concrete slab, so that upon drying out of the
concrete, the sensor was integrated with the concrete slab and became one unit. Cracks
were produced manually, and resulting responses of the sensors were monitored as a
change in the ringdown time. Crack detection sensitivity in terms of SCW of the concrete
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slab on the order of tens of microns (μm) was estimated theoretically. Although
conventional FOSs, such as FBG, Fabry-Perot sensors, Brillouin based sensors, etc., can
have a strain sensitivity as high as 0.1 με [135] or can detect a crack of size as small as
sub-millimeters [191], they all utilize complicated instrumentation. Given the simplicity
and low instrument cost, the present FLRD crack sensor may represent a new type of
crack sensor in SHM.
4.2.2

Sensor Design and Sensing Principle
First, the experimental setup for the FLRD sensors will be described, and then the

sensing principle of the technique will be explained.
4.2.2.1

FLRD Sensors
A typical FLRD sensor system for crack detection is illustrated in Figure 4.7. A

FLRD sensor system consists of two major sections: a FLRD sensor unit and its control
system. The FLRD sensor unit was constructed with a SMF loop (SMF-28e, Corning
Inc., Painted Post, NY, USA) that was formed through two identical 2×1 fiber couplers
(Opneti Communication Co., Hong Kong); in the middle of the 120 m long fiber loop,
one small segment of the bare fiber was used as the sensor head. No modification or
special treatment was needed to construct the sensor head; instead the small part of the
bare fiber was used as it is for this purpose. The main components of the FLRD sensor
control system include a CW diode laser (NTT Electronics, NEL America), laser control
electronics, a photodiode detector (PDA50B, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA.), and a
ringdown data acquisition portion. The control system used in this work was the same as
the one described elsewhere [17, 31]. In general, a FLRD sensor unit can be controlled by
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the same sensor control system with different sensing functions. The connection and
disconnection of a fiber sensor unit to the control system was readily achieved via two
SMF FC/APC connectors.
A SMF has a tensile stress ≥ 100 kspi, a fatigue parameter Nd = 20, and diameters
of the cladding and core which are 125 m and ~8.2 m, respectively. For 120 m fiber
loop construction, SMF is used. The split ratio at the two-leg end was 0.1:99.9. The
connection of the fiber couplers to the fiber loop is as shown in Figure 4.7. Optical losses
of the light in the fiber loop are absorption losses, fiber connectors’ insertion losses, and
fiber couplers’ losses. A total loss optical loss was estimated to be < 0.45 dB for each
fiber loop in this study. Ringdown signals were detected by the photodiode detector. A
detected signal was fed to a pulse generator to generate a series of negative square waves.
These pulsed square waves were applied to the laser driver to drop the laser current to
zero rapidly; consequently a series of laser pulses from the continuous wave diode laser
were created. A detailed description of a FLRD sensor system can be seen elsewhere [17,
31, 34].
4.2.2.2

FLRD Sensing Principle
A light pulse when coupled into a fiber loop makes many round trips inside the

loop. Intensity of the light pulse decreases during each round trip because of the internal
optical loss. The photodiode detector observes different intensities of the transmitted light
from each round trip. Therefore, the rate of change of the light intensity as observed by
the detector can be given as [16],

,
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(4.5)

where I is the light intensity at any arbitrary time t, A is the total fiber transmission loss of
the light per round trip; c is the speed of the light. n and L represent the average refractive
index and the total length of the fiber loop, respectively. The temporal behavior of the
light intensity I can be obtained from Equation (4.6):

e

.

(4.6)

The time it takes for the intensity to decrease from Io to Io/e is termed as the
ringdown time, τ0, and is given by Equation (4.7a):

(a)
(4.7)
(b)

.
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For a given FLRD sensor, the total transmission loss A depends on the physical
parameters of the sensor, such as the fiber absorption loss, the couplers’ insertion losses,
the refractive index, and the fiber length. A typically remains constant for a given fiber
loop. The term B represents the additional optical loss of the light pulse which occurs as a
result of a sensing activity at any section of the fiber loop (i.e., sensor head). This causes
a change in the ringdown time, τ, given by Equation (4.7b). From Equations (4.7a) and
(4.7b), we have:

.

(4.8)

Equation (4.8) shows that an additional optical loss, B, can be determined by
measuring the two ringdown times τ and τ0.Therefore, Equation (4.8) suggests that a
change resulting from a sensing activity, such as external pressure, deformation,
absorption, etc., can be determined by measuring ringdown times with and without the
sensing event. Earlier, FLRD was demonstrated for pressure or force sensing due to
micro-bending [16, 17]. In this work, the FLRD technique is further explored to detect
cracking events in concrete structures. We first investigated the stretching characteristics
of the single mode fiber (elongation in length) to understand the limit of SMF stretching;
later, experiments were conducted for crack sensing in concrete bars.
For example, a small part of the fiber in the middle of the fiber loop is stretched
by a small length ΔL, if α is the loss per unit stretch length, the total loss due to the
stretch ΔL happening in the small part of the fiber loop, can be given as αΔL. Therefore,
Equation (4.7a) is modified to:
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∆
∆

.

(4.9)

For small stretches, when ΔL is on the order of millimeters against the length of
fiber loops of several meters, 120 m in this study, we can surely assume that L  L  L ;
therefore

(4.10)

∆

If the loss due to the stretching is significantly smaller than the total optical loss in
the fiber loop, i.e., αΔL<<A, then,
∆

1

(a)

(4.11)
(b)

τ

1

∆L

Equation (4.11b) shows a linear relationship between the ringdown time and the
stretched length. The ringdown time, τ, is directly proportional to the decrease in the
stretched length, ΔL, in the fiber.
Two sets of experiments were conducted to investigate the relation expressed in
Equation (4.11). Two points were marked in a small section of the optical fiber in the
middle of the loop. One of the marked parts was glued to a fixed mount, and the other
marked part was glued to a mount attached to a high precision portable platform with a
spatial resolution of ±10 µm. With one mount fixed, the other was moved horizontally to
generate a stretch in the fiber. Stretches were produced in steps; the ringdown time, τ,
was recorded each time when the stretch length was increased. A graph of τ versus ΔL is
plotted in Figure 4.8.
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Results of stretch experiments

(a) A graph of the ringdown time versus the stretched length (ΔL) from the fiber stretch
experiment; up to the breaking threshold of the fiber. (b) Result from the repeated fiber
stretch experiment.

The experiment was conducted with a section of fiber of 8 cm long. The stretches in
the fiber were developed in steps. The ringdown time first decreased with increase in the
stretched length. A decrease of 0.23 μs in τ was recorded for ΔL = 0.6 mm. Fitting the
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experimental curve to a line yielded R2 = 0.98, which showed that the decrease in the
ringdown time was fairly linear in this range. However, for ΔL > 0.60 mm, an increase in
the ringdown time was noted. The ringdown time, 12.37 μs at ΔL = 0.60 mm, increased to
12.38 and 12.39 μs, at ΔL = 0.75 and 0.90 mm, respectively. The fiber was broken
beyond this stretch point. This purposed that the section of 8 cm long SMF had a
tolerance level (the breaking point) of 0.9 mm. The experiment was repeated. A similar
graph, τ versus ΔL, was plotted for this repeated experiment is shown in the Figure
4.8(b). For an increase in the stretched length in the fiber from 0 to 0.6 mm, the ringdown
time decreased from 12.69 to 12.13 μs. A linearity of R2 = 0.93 was obtained. The fiber
was not stretched further in order to avoid damage or breaking. The part showing nonlinear response of the fiber beyond a particular ΔL, 0.6 mm in this case, is ascribed to the
fact that in a stretched fiber optic cable, beyond a certain limit of the stretched length in
the fiber, the field propagating inside the fiber cable does not remain restricted in the
fiber core. The non-linearity arises as a result of coupling differences between the higher
order excitations in the cladding part of the fiber optic and the lower order excitations in
the fiber core. A similar phenomenon was also reported in an early work [192].
The experimental results confirmed the relationship between τ and ΔL, as derived
in Equation (4.11). These stretch characterization results demonstrate that a bare SMF
can be utilized to investigate fiber stretch resulting from structure deformation, including
cracks. Furthermore, the maximum stretch length can be up to 0.6 mm for a given section
of SMF of 8 cm long. If the stretch is completely due to a structure separation on
resulting from a crack, the width of crack-gap can also be determined. This is the
research hypothesis to be studied in this work.
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4.2.2.3

Concrete Samples
Concrete units in the shape of rectangular bar were produced manually by mixing

ready-to-use concrete mix (Quikrete, Atlanta, GA, USA) and water with a mix ratio of
3:1. The dimensions of the bars were approximately 20 cm × 5 cm × 5 cm (length ×
width × height). The wet concrete was poured into a carton box to make up the
rectangular mould; later on the carton box was removed after the concrete dried out.
While curing and drying out process of a concrete bar, where a section of bare SMF was
laid down, the section of the fiber remain embedded inside the concrete bar, making an
integrated sensor unit. It is worth mentioning that the section of the fiber optic that was
laid down in the concrete was a bare SMF cable without any modification or treatment.
However, two elastic rubber tubes were used at the two ends of the concrete bar to
protect the fiber from cut by the sharp edges at the corner of the bar. A typical FLRD
crack sensor unit is shown in Figure 4.9. The fiber was laid down along the longest
symmetry axis of the rectangular bar without stretch. The perpendicular distance from the
fiber to the surface of bar is about 2.5 cm. In the similar way, relatively smoother grout
bars were produced by adding tile mortar with polymer (Mapei, Deerfield Beach, FL,
USA) to the concrete mixture. Both the concrete bars and the grout bars took
approximately two days to settle and dry out.
Three sensor units, units-1, 2, and 3, were fabricated. The unit-1 was made of
ready concrete mix; unit-2 and unit-3 were made of concrete and grout mixtures. Each
bar unit had one section of bare SMF embedded inside. Approximately 15 cm long fiber
cable was extended outside the bar at each end through an elastic rubber tube to shield the
fiber from damages. Once the bar dried out, the sections of the fibers extended outside
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the bars at the two ends were spliced to a fiber loop to make a complete unit, as shown in
Figure 4.9(a). Characteristics of the concrete and grout bars, i.e., units-1, 2, and 3, are
discussed in the following section. One single ringdown loop was utilized to test the three
sensor units individually.
4.2.2.4

Sensor Unit
The picture in Figure 4.9(a) shows a FLRD sensor unit constructed for the

experiment. The concrete bar was spliced to the fiber loop through the junctions S1 and
S2, as shown in the figure. A laser pulse was injected into the loop through the FC/APC
fiber connector on the input arm of the fiber loop. The output arm of the loop was
connected to a photodiode detector. The ringdown decay waveform was monitored by an
oscilloscope which was connected to a computer for data processing.
Figure 4.9(b) shows the method of generating cracks in the concrete bars: a nail of
6d size (2 inches) was manually hammered onto the bar. The nail was hammered gently
in steps until the crack appeared on the surface of the bar. Crack width on the surface
increased slowly during hammering the nail at the same position on the surface of the bar.
This crack width on the surface is called surface crack width (SCW). Figure 4.9(c) shows
the actual image of a typical surface crack. The crack line is almost normal to the fiber
line.
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Figure 4.9

A sensor unit and crack experiment

(a) An image of a FLRD crack sensing unit: showing the fiber loop connected to the
sensor head (concrete bar). (b) An image showing the manual procedures to produce
cracks in the concrete bar. (c) A typical surface crack as it appears on the top surface of
the bar.

In order to check the signal stability, the ringdown baseline stability which is
defined as ⁄ ̅, where σ is the standard deviation, and ̅ is the base ringdown time, was
determined [17]. The baseline stability was calculated as 0.33% by averaging over 100
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ringdown events for both the cases, in other word, the fiber loop without a crack sensor
head integrated, and the fiber loop with a crack sensor head (the bar units) connected.
Figure 4.10 shows a comparison of the baseline stabilities in the two cases. Part A in
Figure 4.10 displays the collected ringdown data when the sensor with concrete bar was
not attached to the loop. The ringdown time (the baseline, τ0) in this case was ~12.8 μs
with a baseline stability of 0.33%. Part B represents the ringdown data when the sensor
with concrete bar was connected (spliced) to the loop. The ringdown time in this case was
12.4 μs, with the same baseline stability, 0.33%. These results suggested that the signal in
the fiber loop was quite stable, and the splicing process (integrating a sensor head into the
fiber to form a loop) did not generate additional noise to the sensor’s signal. A lower
ringdown time when the fiber loop spliced with the concrete bar unit is due to the
additional optical losses at two the splicing junctions.
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(A) without (B) with a sensor head spliced into the fiber loop. Both have the same
baseline stability of 0.33% while their baselines are different due to different total losses.

4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Results and Discussion
Response of FLRD Crack Sensor
Figure 4.11 displays the results from tests for the crack sensing. A cracking event

created on the bar surface generated a stress on the fiber embedded in the bar; therefore,
observed ringdown time decreased due to additional optical loss resulting from fiber
stress. The response of the sensor to the cracking event was near real-time (~1.5 s). The
ringdown time, τ, averaged over 100 ringdown events, was recorded at different SCW
that were produced in steps. In accordance with the sensing principle expressed in
Equation (4.11b), decrease in the ringdown time was recorded with increase in SCW.
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Experiments were conducted with all of the three units. Results of the experiments are
shown in Figure 4.11(a - c), for units-1, 2, and 3, respectively.
It should be noted that the crack widths which have been plotted in Figure 4.11 in
terms of ringdown times are the measured crack widths on the surface of the bars, the
SCW. As shown in Figure 4.7(b), the crack first generated on the surface and further
propagated down inside the concrete bar by hammering. Sensing of the cracking event
was realized by observing a decrease in the ringdown time; thereafter upon every hitting,
a proportional decrease in τ was recorded. It would be worth mentioning here that the
crack appearing on the surface, viewed either from the top or the side wall, does not
necessarily mean that the same amplitude of crack is generated at the location where the
fiber is embedded. In this work, there was no particular mechanism or method to estimate
the actual crack width at the location of embedded fiber optic. The only physical
measureable quantity was SCW. Hence, SCW has been used to plot against the ringdown
time in order to analyze the response of the sensor system in crack detection.
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Figure 4.11

Responses of FLRD crack sensors to different surface crack widths.

Figure 4.11(a - c) are the responses of units-1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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Figure 4.11 (continued)
Due to the heterogeneous distribution of the ingredients in the concrete bar, the
propagation of the crack was less uniform inside the bar. Nevertheless, the result shown
in Figure 4.11 supports that the fiber embedded inside the concrete did sense the cracking
events created on the surface of the concrete bar. Moreover, a step-wise decrease in the
ringdown time indicates that an increase cracking effect is happening at the fiber location.
Figure 4.11(a) shows the response of the sensor unit-1 to a set of three SCWs. From point
A to point B, the ringdown times were recorded with the sensor without cracking events
created. At point B, the nail was started to be hammered gently until an influential change
in the ringdown time could be observed on the computer screen. Point C was marked
when the ringdown time was 12.7 μs. The inclined part from B to C represents the
elapsed time before the first remarkable change in the ringdown time was noticed, which
in turn indicated the propagation of the cracking effect that happened from the surface of
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the bar to the fiber optic location. The concrete bar at this point of time had developed a
few additional surface cracks as well. A SCW of 1.5 mm along the width of the bar was
measured at this stage; the data were recorded from the points C to D. The ringdown time
during this time period remained to be approximately 12.7 μs. At point D, the bar was
hammered again. It resulted in a sharp decrease in ringdown time, reaching the point E
with τ = 12.5 μs. At the same time, cracks in other directions also extended. The data
were recorded for the time period from E to F, with SCW had increased to 2.0 mm. At
point F, the bar was hammered once again; there was a big sudden decrease in the
ringdown time, reaching τ = 11.8 μs. SCW at this point was 3.5 mm; and the cracks in
other directions extended more; and the bar was at the edge of breaking. When the sensor
was left for few minutes, the ringdown time slowly increased back to 12 μs. This
behavior is speculated to be due to the post-hit relaxation of the fiber inside the bar.
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Figure 4.12

Response of the sensor unit-3 exhibiting a linear relation between the
ringdown time and the SCW.
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The unit-1, made from concrete-mix and water only, was rigid in structure.
Generation of uniform cracks in a controlled manner could not be obtained by manually
hitting the nail. Therefore, it was desirable to make better concrete bars to handle cracks.
Regarding this concern, two additional sensors, unit-2 and unit-3, were fabricated by
adding grout mortar-mix (Mapei) to the concrete mixture so that the bars were relatively
softer. The compositions of unit-2 and unit-3 were mixtures of concrete-mix:grout:water
in a ratio of 3:3:2, respectively. Fabrication of new bars by mixing grout additionally
allowed production of cracks in a more controlled manner. Experiments were repeated.
Figure 4.11(b) shows the response of unit-2. A decrease in ringdown time from 12.5 μs to
9.0 μs was recorded in the range of no crack on the surface of the concrete bar and a
SCW of 2.5 mm. A sudden decrease in ringdown time, shown by the vertical drop lines
in the figure, corresponding to a responding time of 1.5 s, signifies the fast response of
the sensor. The ringdown signal remained stable and consistent all time when SCW
increased. The results of unit-3, recorded in the similar way, are shown in Figure 4.11(c).
A SCW up to 3.5 mm was generated, with the sensor responding to an every single
cracking event on the surface of the bar. Considerable drops in ringdown time were
recorded for each cracking event. Cracks produced in steps with SCW of 1, 1.5, 2.5, and
3.5 mm, resulted in ringdown times of 13.8, 13.5, 12.3, and 9.5 μs, respectively. The
larger change in ringdown time for the same change in SCW of 3.5 mm when it is
compared to the unit-1, indicates that this sensor unit had a better sensitivity. A plot of
ringdown time, τ, versus SCW measured for unit-3 is shown in Figure 4.12. A
quantitative relation between the ringdown time and the SCW cannot be predicted
beforehand. The linear decrease in ringdown time with increase in the SCW proposes that
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the cracking events produced on the surface of the bars generated linearly proportional
stresses to the fiber optic embedded inside in the bar. Therefore, we can conclude from
the results that a cracking event occurring at the surface of the bar and 2.5 cm above the
sensor head can be detected, and the cracking amplitude is reflected by the change in
ringdown time. It must be stressed that this type of cracking sensor is better to be utilized
for continuous crack monitoring instead of measurement of crack widths inside a
concrete structure. A calibration curve, obtained in a computer-simulated and controlled
cracking situation, may be useful and helpful for determination of the widths of actual
crack-gaps inside the concrete; and this is a subject of future work.
4.2.3.2

Detection Sensitivity of Surface Crack Width
As mentioned before, each of the three sensor units, unit-1, 2, and 3, responded

differently to the cracking events in terms of crack productions. Therefore, in order to
analyze the SCW detection sensitivity of the sensors units, the results obtained need to be
considered individually.
In the case of unit-1, a decrease of 0.2 µs in ringdown time was monitored when
the SCW increased from 0 (no crack) to 1.5 mm. However, the next cracking event
increased the SCW to 2 mm; an increment of 0.5 mm. The same amount of decrease in
ringdown time was recorded, which is 2 µs. This indicated that once the crack on the
surface propagated through to the fiber optic position, the sensor exhibited a SCW
detection sensitivity of 0.5 mm.
Observations for sensors unit-2 and unit-3 were as same as unit-1.
Experimentally, the difference among the three sensor units was the production of
controlled cracks. Unlike in unit-1, comparatively controlled cracks were produced in
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sensor units-2 and 3; both sensor units responded immediately to each cracking event
generated on the surface of the bar. A uniform stepwise increase of 0.5 mm in SCW was
recorded with each sensor unit, as shown in Figure 4.11(b, c). A substantial decrease in
ringdown time in each increasing step of SCW was noted with near real-time response
(1.5 s). Conservatively, both sensor units can be considered to be sensitive to a SCW of
0.5 mm or smaller. This estimation is based on the fact that the generation of a SCW
smaller than 0.5 mm in each step could not be achieved and controlled in the present
experimental situation. However, remarkable changes in ringdown time for a SCW of 0.5
mm in each step, as shown in Figure 4.11(b, c), indicate that the sensor could be
theoretically much more sensitive in terms of response to a much smaller SCW. This
speculation drives a further consideration of a theoretical detection sensitivity of sensors
in terms of a minimum detectable SCW (explained in the following part).
4.2.3.3

Theoretical Detection Sensitivity of the Crack Sensor
The theoretical detection sensitivity of FLRD crack sensors can be estimated by

using the baseline stability of the ringdown signals. The baseline stability, ⁄ ̅,
(expressed in %) is construed as the minimum fractional ringdown time that comes from
a minimum distinguishable ringdown time, τ, from two separate signals under a given set
of experimental conditions. This means that two signals, assume τ1 and τ2, can be
distinguished only if the difference between them is equal to at least one-σ (the one-σ
standard deviation). From Equation (4.11 (b)), we derive:
(a) ∆

∆ .
(4.12)

(b)

∆

m∆ .
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The Δτ in Equation (4.12) represents the decrease in the ringdown time, (τ0 > τ),
, is the slope of the line in the

with the increase in fiber stretched length ΔL;

graph of Δτ versus ΔL. The slope m is obtained experimentally.
It should be noted that ΔL in Equation (4.12) is the actual stretched length of the
fiber, whereas the only physical measurable quantity in this experiment is SCW.
However, as discussed earlier, ΔL is proportionally related to SCW; therefore Equation
(4.12) must be valid for SCW as well. Therefore, rewriting Equation (4.12) for SCWs,
Δd, we have:
∆

m∆d.

(4.13)

Further, from Equation (4.13), it can be derived that:
∆d

∆

where Δdmin is the minimum measurable SCW; ∆

(4.14)
is the minimum

measurable ringdown time which can be determined with a known baseline stability and
a ringdown baseline. A graph between Δτ and Δd, based on the experimental results
obtained for the unit-3, is plotted in Figure 4.13. The graph shows linearity of R2 = 0. 94
and a slope m = 1.61.
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A calibration curve of the decreased ringdown time (Δτ) vs. SCW (Δd),
obtained from the sensor unit-3.

On the other hand, using the one-σ standard deviation, Δτmin of 0.0511 μs is
determined for the baseline stability of 0.33% and the ringdown baseline of 15.50 μs.
Consequently, a minimum measurable SCW was determined as Δdmin = 31 μm.
This indicates that the presented FLRD crack sensor is theoretically responsive to
a surface crack width as small as 31 μm, particularly for sensor unit-3. This study
suggests that although the actual crack widths at the fiber location may not be determined
at this stage, a cracking event happening on the surface of a concrete structure can
definitely be monitored by the sensor with a theoretical detection sensitivity of microns.
A detailed investigation into the detection sensitivity requires experiments be carried out
under controlled conditions.
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4.2.3.4

Advantages and Limitations of the FLRD Crack Sensors
The FLRD crack sensor has various unique advantages when compared to its

counterparts:
 Simplicity
 Temperature independence
 Near real-time response
 High detection sensitivity and large dynamic range:
4.2.3.4.1

Simplicity

The presented FLRD crack sensors offer simplicity in terms of construction and
operation. A bare SMF is directly utilized as a sensor head for the purpose of sensing
without using any advanced fiber optic components or chemical coatings. Consequently,
the use of SMF offers ease of construction as well as low cost of deployment in concrete
structures, unlike other conventional sensors based on FBG, Brillouin scattering, or
Fabry–Perot techniques, which include complicated instrumentation procedures and
special care in the sensor deployment process [172, 191, 193]. Furthermore, the FLRD
crack sensor needs an inexpensive photodiode as the detector, significantly reducing costs
in the terminal detection equipment.
4.2.3.4.2

Temperature Independence

The FLRD crack sensor is based on the strain sensing mechanism. Due to the low
thermal coefficient, 0.5 × 10−6 °C, of silica fiber [17, 152] and no necessity of other
optical components in the sensor head, the FLRD crack sensor is virtually independent of
environmental temperature in the range of – 169 to 800 °C [46]. This type of crack sensor
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is especially advantageous when temperature variations are an important factor, i.e., in
combustion facility, reactors, etc.
4.2.3.4.3

Near Real-Time Response

Fast response of a sensor is always desirable. Near real-time response is another
significant feature of the present sensor. The sharp decrease in the ringdown time in
Figure 4.11 shows that the response time was 1.5 s. A single measuring time is only 15
ms when 100 measuring event is taken into consideration. In civil structure monitoring
applications, this response time has an important socio-economic impact in structure
damage mitigation, i.e., in the case of natural disasters.
4.2.3.4.4

High Detection Sensitivity and Large Dynamic Range

The FLRD crack senor in this study has potentially crack detection sensitivity of
tens of microns because of the high baseline stability, ~0.33%. As an example, unit-3 has
a detection sensitivity of 31 μm in terms of SCW. On the other hand, crack sensing was
successfully carried out for SCW as large as 3.5 mm. Therefore, a large dynamic range of
crack detection from tens of microns to a few mm can be expected from this sensor.
Since the sensing is successfully accomplished with a bare SMF with simplicity in the
construction of sensor, this level of sensitivity and dynamic range for crack detection is
still practically appreciable in some applications.
An additional feature of the FLRD crack sensor, which will be explained in the
next chapter, is its networking capability. Due to the time-domain sensing scheme of
FLRD-based sensing [31], not only the uniform sensing signals, time, from multiple
FLRD sensor units, but also different sensing functions can be readily multiplexed to
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achieve a large scale sensing network. Current FLRD crack sensors have their own
limitations. For instance, the FLRD crack sensors can only monitor sensing events, but
cannot exactly identify a crack location and measure the crack-width. Following, in order
to achieve distributed sensing, multiple sensor heads (units) need to be assembled in a
sensor system to detect crack locations as well as time sequence of a series of cracking
events when the events occur. All of these problems still remain to be solved.
4.2.4

Conclusions
A new type of FLRD-based sensors for crack detection in concrete structures has

been developed. The sensing principle and instrumentation are described. A bare SMF
was shown capable of detecting surface cracks with a theoretical detection sensitivity of
tens of microns (μm) without any modification and treatment. Performance of the sensors
was tested with actual hand-made concrete bars in our laboratory. Responses of the
sensors toward manually produced cracks on the surface of concrete bars were recorded.
The sensors displayed a fast response (~1.5 s) to the cracking events. In this exploratory
study, the SCW was detected with a theoretical detection sensitivity of 31 μm. The sensor
responded efficiently to a SCW up to 3.5 mm. Therefore, a large dynamic range of crack
detection from microns (μm) to a few millimeters is expected from this sensor. This is the
first time that the FLRD technique has been demonstrated for crack detection in actual
concrete structures.
4.3

Summary of This Chapter
The EF-FLRD water sensors were fabricated and embedded in concrete and grout

bars for monitoring water/moisture inside the structures. The results show that the
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existence of water inside the concrete/grout can be monitored by utilizing EF-FLRD
sensors embedded in the structures. We demonstrated for the first time that water in
concrete/grout can be monitored by employing the EF-FLRD technique. The results
showed that each concrete/grout sample had different properties in terms of porosity,
structures of the samples, etc. It can be indicated by the recorded data that this new
technique has obvious advantages (for instance, low cost, high sensitivity, fast response,
and reproducible reversibility) over currently available embedded fiber optic water
sensors to monitor water/moisture inside concrete or grout structure.
A new type of FLRD-based sensor to detect cracks inside concrete structures was
developed. This work demonstrated for the first time FLRD crack sensors embedded in
actual concrete structures for crack detection. A SMF was embedded into a concrete bar
without any treatment or modification to sense cracks occurring inside the bar. Sensor
responses to crack events were recorded in terms of ringdown time. The FLRD based
crack sensor showed a fast response (~1.5 s) to crack events. In this work, the SCW was
determined with a theoretical detection sensitivity of 31 µm. The response efficiency of
the sensor to a SCW was up to 3.5 mm. Therefore, a large dynamic range of crack
detection is expected from FLRD crack sensors.
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CHAPTER V
SITE TESTING OF MULTI-FUNCTION FLRD SENSORS IN CONCRETE
STRUCTURES

In this chapter, application of EF-FLRD sensors in a real structure is presented.
Previously explained in detail, water and crack sensors and additionally temperature
sensors were fabricated and tested under laboratory conditions and packaged to move to
the US Department of Energy (DOE) test site, Miami, FL. Three units for water, crack,
and temperature sensors each were fabricated, tested, and packaged for shipment to
Miami after many experiments and calibrations were accomplished. Two of them were
installed on Panel 5 which had dimensions of 10 ft × 8ft. Panel 5 was deployed into a
concrete test cube with dimensions of 10 ft × 10 ft × 8ft. The test cube was filled with
wet grout and left for testing installed sensors. Six of the EF-FLRD sensors were
successfully installed, deployed, and tested. All of the sensors were tested during
installation on the panel, after panels were deployed into the test cube, and before, during,
and after grouting process. Later, data were collected remotely from the DOE test site in
our laboratory at Mississippi State University (MSU), Starkville, MS.
This chapter includes fabrication and calibration of temperature sensors,
installation of all sensors on the panel and deployment process, and remote data
collection. Multi-sensor application on a real concrete structure will be fulfilled in this
study by fabricating two units each for FLRD water, crack, and temperature sensors and
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deploying them into the concrete test cube. We showed that multi-sensor application can
be performed with low cost, fast and near real-time response, and high sensitivity.
5.1

FLRD Temperature Sensors
Temperature change was measured by utilizing FLRD-FBG-sensors.

Commercially available FBGs were used as the sensing elements at the FLRD-FBG
sensor heads. FLRD-FBG temperature sensors were fabrictated by splicing FBG sensor
heads to the fiber loops. Later, the temperature calibration was carried out by using a
thermocouple to measure the tempearutre at the FLRD-FBG temperature sensor head. In
the early steps of temperature sensor fabrication, temperature sensors were placed into
two metal plates and soldered to protect the sensor head from concrete leaking inside.
Further, the FBG sensor heads were laid down into a copper tube. One side of the copper
tube was cut lengthwise to place sensor head inside, then the cave was soldered, and ends
of the copper tube were covered to prevent water or concrete leaking inside when the
sensor was embedded into a concrete bar. Whenever metal plates or copper tube were
heated up, the thermocpule read the temperature change. The FLRD control system read
the corresponsing ringdown time. Calibration of the temperature sensors were carried out
before the sensor head were placed between metal plates or into the copper tube. The
setting of the FLRD-FBG temperature sensor head for calibration and two FLRD-FBG
temperature sensor units are shown in Figure 5.1 (a), (b), and (c). Figure 5.1 (a) shows
the experimental setting of a FLRD-FBG temperature sensor calibration. The sensor head
was immersed into water with ice to cool it down, and into hot water to heat it up.
Accordingly by reading temperature on the thermocouple and observing corresponding
ringdown time on the FLRD control system, calibration of the temperature sensor was
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carried out. The temperature sensor was tested between 10 and 35 °C with this kind of
FLRD-FBG temperature sensor, and calibration precision was ±1 °C. To achieve for
proposed temperature range of 15 to 45 °C, new FLRD-FBG sensors with a central
wavelength at 1567 nm were purchased. Figure 5.1 (b) shows a temperature sensor unit
tested under laboratory conditions. The FLRD-FBG temperature sensor head was placed
between two thin metal plates with a thickness of 1mm. The edges of the plate were
sealed to block penetration of grout into the sensor head when the sensor unit was
embedded in the grout. Figure 5.1 (c) shows one of the two identically developed
temperature sensors. The sensors were developed by utilizing commercially available
FBGs. The FBG sensor head was laid down inside the copper tube. Two arms of the FBG
were spliced into a fiber loop, and the arms of the fiber loop were covered by a Teflon
tube for protection. Also, the copper tube was soldered for protection against grout
leaking inside when the sensor was embedded into the concrete cube.
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Figure 5.1

FLRD-FBG temperature sensors.

(a) The experimental setting of the FLRD-FBG temperature sensor calibration. (b) A
sensor unit, which the sensor head is placed between two metal plates. (c) Another
temperature sensor unit, which the sensor head is laid down into a copper tube.
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Figure 5.1 (continued)

Figure 5.2 shows the calibration curve of the temperature sensor. Temperature
change was recorded in terms of ringdown time.

Figure 5.2

The calibration curve of the FLRD-FBG temperature sensor, the curve of
the actual temperature (oC) versus ringdown time.
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5.2

Installation and Deployment of the Sensors
Three types of FLRD sensors for water, crack, and temperature detections were

fabricated. After the sensors were tested under laboratory conditions, they were packaged
for installation and testing in the test bed at the DOE site in Miami, FL. Before moving
the sensors to in the DOE site in Miami, performances of all six sensors were
characterized in detail in terms of sensor severity and units’ functionalities. Also,
installation of the sensors was planned in detail because the time of installation was
limited. Only two sensors from each sensing parameters were installed on Panel 5 as
shown in Figure 5.3. In total, six FLRD sensors were installed on Panel 5. Two water and
two crack sensors were embedded into concrete/grout bars with dimensions of
approximately 30 cm × 5 cm × 5 cm. Two FLRD-FBG temperature sensors were placed
into copper tubes with lengths of approximately 12 cm.
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Figure 5.3

The panel FLRD sensors installed on to be embedded into the concrete
cube.

When the left top corner of the test cube in the control room side is chosen for
origin as shown in Figure 5.7, coordinates of the sensors in the three dimensions are as
following: water sensor (bottom) was placed at (5, 4-6, 3.03) and water sensor (top) was
installed at (5, 4-6, 1.80). Cracking sensors (bottom) and (top) were placed at (5, 4, 1.54)
and (5, 6, 1.15), respectively. Temperature sensors were installed close to the top of Panel
5. Coordinates are (5, 4-6, 1.35) for bottom temperature sensor and (5, 4-6, 0.64) for the
top temperature sensor. Y axis shows the sensors were placed between that ranges. All
sensors were installed on Panel 5, which makes the x axis 5 ft from the origin. For
example, place of water sensor (bottom) is 5 ft on x axis, between 4 and 6 ft on y axis,
and 3.03 ft from z axis. Bottom temperature sensor is for the purpose of monitoring
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inside temperature change, and the top temperature sensor is for observing surface
temperature change of the concrete test cube.
Figure 5.4 shows one of each two sensors on Panel 5. Only one from each of two
fabricated water, crack, and temperature sensors is shown in the figure for representation.
Water sensor (bottom), crack sensor (top), and temperature sensor (top) are displayed in
close-up in the figure. All of the sensors are presented in Figure 5.3 and marked.

Figure 5.4

Representation of one of each sensor installed on Panel 5.

After sensors were installed on Panel 5, all panels were deployed into the test
concrete cube with dimensions of 10 ft × 10 ft × 8ft at in the DOE site in Miami, FL, for
real-time monitoring of water/moisture existence, crack events, and temperature changes.
Figure 5.5 shows a presentation of the concrete cube after all panels were installed in the
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concrete cube. The concrete cube was filled by wet grout after establishment of panels
inside, as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5

The concrete cube after the panels were installed.
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Figure 5.6

Concrete pouring into the concrete test cube after panels were deployed.

Figure 5.7 shows the test cube after grout was filled. A removable roof was placed
onto the test cube for protection. Rain brings extra water for concrete structure and also
affects temperature. Therefore, the portable roof is held close to the cube. Also, the roof
protects sensor loops and other extra components of the sensors from damage. Extra parts
of the sensors were fixed on top of the panels and covered with plastic boxes. The control
room houses computer systems. Each sensor’s output and input channels were elongated
inside the control room to be connected to the computer manually. Each time one sensor
could be monitored.
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Figure 5.7

The concrete test cube filled with grout, and ready for testing.

Figure 5.8

The multi-functional portable FLRD control device.
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Figure 5.8 shows the portable FLRD control system. The system has a 7-inch
screen to display ringdown signals from the FLRD program. The system is remotely
controllable by using Ethernet or a wireless network. Only one of the installed sensors
can be monitored each time. Manually switching the sensors’ connections will provide
monitoring of each sensor individually. Test time, from a few hours to a few days, is
remotely controllable. Once desired the sensor was connected to the computer at the test
site, the sensor could be controlled from the computer at MSU. Figure 5.9 shows the
screen of the actual remote computer at the DOE site in Miami, which was logged in
from the laboratory at MSU.
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Figure 5.9

Remote login and operation of the FLRD sensor system located at the Test
Site Office.

Top: The operation system (in Miami, FL) through remote control at MSU. Bottom:
Remote login of the system through the remote desktop.
5.3
5.3.1

Testing of Sensors
FLRD Water Sensors
Figure 5.10 shows the collected data using the FLRD water sensor (bottom).

Recording was started after the panels had been installed inside the cube and sensors had
been connected to the control system. The water sensor was running before grouting
started. The data collection was running till the grouting level reached the second water
sensor (top). The gap between two data curves was due to switching and setup of the
sensor control connection to the top water sensor. After a while, the bottom water sensor
was connected again to observe change in ringdown time.
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25.0

FLR Water sensor (bottom) was collecting data during grouting.
When the grout moved up to the FLR water sensor (top)
the top water sensor was connected to collect data. After 2 hours
the water sensor (bottom) was connected again.

Jan 12,2012
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Ringdown time (s)

24.5
24.0
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22.5

Water sensor top was running
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0

1

2

3

Actual time (hours)

Figure 5.10

The FLRD water sensor (bottom) data collected before, during, and after
the grouting.

As shown in Figure 5.10, the starting ringdown time was 23.1 µs before the
grouting started. The ringdown time increased to 24.9 µs after the grout covered the
sensor completely. The time for the water from the grout to enter the sensor head area
was about 50 min. The ringdown time was stable during the subsequent one hour after the
ringdown time increased to 24.9 µs, and then the ringdown time started decreasing
slightly. In the next period, the top water sensor was connected because the grouting level
already covered the bottom water sensor completely. When the top water sensor was
connected, the grout was about to cover the grout bar where water (top) sensor was
embedded.
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Ringdown time showed a linear increase when the grout moved up and covered
the sensor head, and the water in the grout began to enter the sensor head. Before the
ringdown time from the top water sensor reached the saturated level, the control system
was switched again back to the bottom water sensor. Ringdown time gradually decreased
to 23.4 µs, as shown in the second part of the data in Figure 5.10. This result indicated
that the FLRD water sensor was reversible (assuming water content in the bottom water
sensor head began to decrease, i.e., water passed through the bottom sensor). After this
point, the temperature sensor was connected to observe temperature change. It is should
be noted again that only one sensor was operated each time.
Figure 5.11 shows the data collected from the water sensor (top) during the
grouting. The top water sensor operated only for a short period of time because we
wanted to keep running the bottom water sensor for most of the testing period to have a
complete testing picture of the sensor system. As it can be seen in Figure 5.11, the water
sensor (top) was also working functionally.
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23.4

When grouting covered the bottom water sensor,the water sensor
(top) was connected. This is for the gap in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.11

The FLRD water sensor (top) data collected during the grouting.

26.1

The water sensor (Bottom) data recorded
during 5 days (from 26 Jan to 1 Feb )
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Figure 5.12

The testing data from the FLRD water sensor (bottom) operated remotely
during the 5-day period.

The data shows fluctuations of water content around the sensor head in the grout.
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Figure 5.12 shows remotely recorded data using the bottom water sensor during
the 5-day period between Jan. 26 and Feb. 1, 2012. The total data curve consisted of three
parts of data, which were collected for the periods of two days, one day, and two days,
respectively; and for each period, the sensor was running continuously. The system was
periodically stopped and restarted in order to avoid a possible stop due to excessive data
points in a single ringdown data file.
5.3.2

FLRD Crack Sensors

Figure 5.13

Crack sensor (bottom) data recorded after the grouting.

Figure 5.13 shows data collected from the crack sensor (bottom) after the
grouting. The purpose of this short-time running was to test whether the crack sensor was
damaged or not during the grouting. Especially, there was a blow-out that happened right
at the crack sensor location during the grouting because of congestion of the grout inside
the injection tube. The result showed that the crack senor was not damaged by the severe
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hit and still functional after the grouting. The stabilized ringdown time indicated that no
cracking happened during the initial grouting period. Taking a closer look at the
ringdown signal shown in Figure 5.13, one would find that the ringdown time had a very
small yet noticeable decline trend. This was due to the minimal stress generated by the
grout on the sensor head. The grout generated hydrostatic pressure on the sensor when
pouring was started.

Figure 5.14

Crack sensor (top) data recorded remotely during 3 day and 5 hour.

Figure 5.14 shows ringdown data collected during 3 day and 5 hour period. The
significant decrease of ringdown time indicates that there was a potential crack happening
inside the grout, as shown in Figure 5.13. However, this prediction needs to be confirmed
with other types of crack sensors deployed in the test cube.
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Figure 5.15

Crack sensor (top) data recorded remotely during 18 days.

Figure 5.15 shows the collected data using the top crack sensor during 18 days.
Ringdown time was initially 18.85 µs. Decreases and increases in ringdown time show
that there was some possible contraction and expansion inside the cube. The crack
sensors can be easily affected by any external pressure or stress. Therefore, any change in
the grout volume inside the cube could cause variations in the stress or force on the
sensors embedded and the ringdown time of the crack sensors would fluctuate. Whenever
any cracking happens around the FLRD crack sensors, ringdown time will decrease,
depending on the crack size. This behavior has been tested reproducibly in our laboratory
at MSU.
The crack sensor (bottom) has also the same trend. The sensor was tested after
grouting process went for a short time to test if the sensor was still working or damaged.
The sensor had been working efficiently.
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5.3.3

FLRD-FBG Temperature Sensors
FLRD-FBG Temperature Sensor
(From Jan. 13 to Jan. 26)
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Figure 5.16

The testing data using the FLRD temperature sensor (bottom) recorded
remotely during 13 days.

Figure 5.16 demonstrates the data collection using the bottom temperature sensor
during a period of ~13 days. The temperature sensor was located at 1.35 ft from the top
of the test cube frame. Change in temperature was recorded in terms of ringdown time
change and collected data were compared with temperature data from other types of
temperature sensors, such as thermal couples from INL (US DOE Idaho National
Laboratory). The FLRD-FBG temperature data was in good agreement with those from
INL’s thermal couples.
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Figure 5.17

The FLRD temperature sensor (top) data recorded remotely during 12 days.

Figure 5.17 shows the collected data from the top temperature sensor during 12
days from Feb. 24 to March 7, 2012. The gaps between the adjacent curves were
generated due to the stops of the ringdown software of the control system (It happened
occasionally, too, during lab testing and was not debugged in phase I due to the time
constraints of the project). The temperature sensor was located at 0.64 ft from the top of
the test cube frame. Data was collected periodically and displayed in a single graph, as
shown in Figure 5.17 with actual experimental time in the x-axis. Change in the
monitored ringdown time with this temperature sensor was faster and more frequent than
the one in the bottom temperature sensor because this temperature sensor was located
closer to the surface of the cube, 0.64 ft from the surface of the cube, where the grout was
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more sensitive to the climate. Exact temperature value can not be measured. Only
changes in temperature can be observed.
5.4

Conclusions
Three types of FLRD sensors were designed and developed for the purposes of

water, crack, and temperature sensing in concrete structures. The performance of the
sensors was first tested with small size concrete bars in our laboratory at MSU, Starkville,
MS. The lab experimental results established the idea that the FLRD technique is indeed
capable of sensing water, cracks, and temperature in actual concrete structures. Later, all
of the sensors were entombed in a test grout cube with dimensions 10 ft × 10 ft × 8 ft at
the DOE test site in Miami, FL, for evaluating its performance under real-world
scenarios. Sensors are controlled and data are still being collected, remotely in our
laboratory. Results from both the experiments, i.e., conducted in the laboratory and from
the real-time monitoring in Miami, have been discussed in this work. This work presents
for the first time a study of FLRD technology in real-world applications.
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CHAPTER VI
FUTURE OF THE FLRD SENSOR NETWORK

FLRD employs an inexpensive telecommunications light source, a photodiode,
and a SMF to build up a uniform FOS platform to sense different quantities, such as
strain, pressure, temperature, chemical species, refractive index, biological agents, etc. In
the FLRD technique, optical loss of a light pulse is measured by the decay time constant
of the light pulse. FLRD is a time-domain sensing technique because time is measured in
FLRD to detect a quantity. Therefore, FLRD sensors have enhanced sensitivity, near-real
time response, and low cost (no use of optical component, such as optical spectral
analyzer). There has been an increasing attention to FLRD development, and new
applications are being investigated since introduction of FLRD. Discussions on
challenging issues in the development of multi-function FOSs or sensor networks using
present FLRD sensing schemes can be seen in Ref. [31].
A fiber optic sensor network (FOSN) can be defined as a sensor system
employing fiber optic networks installed in a wide area and/or over a long distance,
where the optical fiber plays a role either as signal transmission lines or as sensing media.
A FOSN is an array of sensors that are embedded either directly into a structure or a
solution for detection quantities or close to them. FOSN has significant improvement
over counterpart sensor networks providing a wide range of application areas, such as
environmental, safety, and security networks [194]. FOSN not only monitor
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infrastructures and lifelines, but also are distinguished methods which are a reflection of
advantageous characteristics of low transmission loss of the optical fiber [195]. FOSN
provides very effective sensing solutions for large range of applications from large scale
structures, such as bridges, dams, and other kind of civil structures, to large natural
environments [172].
FOSN has three main challenges in spite of advantages: 1) Increasing sensor
numbers in a sensor network: The more sensors can be connected to a network, the more
data can be collected, but the cost of a system depends on optoelectronic devices. If the
optoelectronic unit which is the costly part of a network is shared among sensing points,
the cost per sensing element will be reduced [196]. 2) Continuity on the sensor network:
When a failure on the network happens, resilience or self-healing is the capability of
continuity of the network. This is the main issue for FBG sensor systems [197].
Continuity of monitoring after an accidental damage of the network is critically important
for high value systems (such as oil pipelines, power transmissions, etc.), safety (such as
nuclear power plants, bridges, dams, etc.), and security (such as airports, banks, etc.)
[134, 198-202]. 3) Remote sensing: Lately, remote sensing in FOSN system has received
an increasing interest due to monitoring a wide range of parameters and quantities
simultaneously in many fields. Remotely controlling and monitoring of structures from a
central station located far away from the sensor network field is the idea behind of the
remote sensing concept. Being independent of electrical power makes remote sensing of
FOSN applications more attractive. Remote sensing provides damage detection as soon
as it happens in a network, therefore, intervention to repair the sensor network can be as
quick as possible [203, 204].
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In this chapter, a sensor network is setup by combining two or three FLRD
sensors. Some unique features of the sensor network studied in this chapter are easy setup
in both series and parallel configurations, low cost, fast response, real-time monitoring,
and high sensitivity. One of the main advantages of a sensor network is that it is able to
measure multi-parameters simultaneously. Two configurations of fiber loops’
connections for sensor networking are tested. The configurations are in series and in
parallel configurations. In both configurations, two or three FLRD sensors were
connected and tested successfully. Later, two sensors were connected in both
configurations by utilizing a 1×2 micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) switch and
tested individually. Promising results indicate that a FLRD sensor network ensures good
repeatability, high sensitivity, fast response, real-time monitoring, low cost, simplified
design, and easy configuration.
6.1

Sensor Multiplexing and Techniques
The purpose of any multiplexing technique is to setup a single unit by combining

several sensors. Multiplexing can be either in series or in parallel configurations. There
are mainly five types of signal multiplexing techniques. They are time division
multiplexing (TDM), wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), frequency division
multiplexing (FDM), coherence domain multiplexing (CDM), and polarization division
multiplexing (PDM). They will be explored in detail in the following sub-chapters.
6.1.1

Time Division Multiplexing
TDM technique is the combination or multiplexing process of two or more signals

transferred as a package in one channel. On the contrary, time domain demultiplexing
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technique is the splitting process of the coupled signals into individual signals. The TDM
technique is generally accommodated by line connection configuration of the sensors. In
this technique, the signals require longer times to reach the detector from the last sensor
of the connection. TDM can be adapted to all other physical structures by using
additional delay lines. For intensity based sensors, the signal reading unit consists of an
optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) [205].

Signal 1

Signal 1

Multiplexer
Signal 2

Signal 2

Signal 3

Figure 6.1

Demultiplexer

Signal 3

Illustration of time domain multiplexing and demultiplexing techniques.

Figure 6.1 shows time domain multiplexing and demultiplexing processes for a
sensor network which has three systems. Time delay between the signals determines the
location of each system. As shown in Figure 6.1, signals from different sources can be
multiplexed into a single channel by a multiplexer, and then this multiplexed signal can
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be alternately separated to different sources. Therefore, three signals are successfully
transmitted across a single, shared channel. The main reason to use TDM is to minimize
cost and to take advantages of huge capacity of the fiber by using existing transmission
lines [206].
6.1.2

Wavelength Division Multiplexing
The WDM technique is based on sharing optical bandwidth between several

sensors. Therefore, each sensor has a different wavelength range. For WDM technique,
FBG is mostly used as the wavelength separation component [60]. The WDM technique
combines different wavelength optical signals into a SMF. Figure 6.1 represents how
three inputs from three fibers can be multiplexed using multiple wavelengths. In a WDM
system, each wavelength is multiplexed and demultiplexed separately with its own
transmitter and receiver [207]. Figure 6.2 shows multiplexing and demultiplexing of three
different wavelengths. The example given in Figure 6.2 needs three transmitters and three
receivers. All wavelengths can be packaged together into a SMF for transmission by
utilizing wavelength multiplexer and then received to the receiver separately by using
wavelength demultiplexer.
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Figure 6.2

6.1.3

Schematic illustration of wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing
technique by using a single mode fiber.

Frequency Division Multiplexing
The FDM technique comprises conducting optical power to each individual

sensor and back to corresponding sensor through a path which depends on the designated
wavelength for the interrogation of the particular channel [208]. The FDM technique
relies on modulation of signals from several sensors at different frequencies.
Consequently, the detected signals can be separated electronically. This technique can be
applied to structures by employing chirped light source or different unbalanced
interferometers [209]. Figure 6.3 shows multiplexing and demultiplexing of three
different frequency signals from three sensors. Transmission media can be a SMF.
Frequency signals are coupled into the fiber and separated to transmit to a receiver.
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Figure 6.3

6.1.4

Schematic illustration of frequency division multiplexing and
demultiplexing technique.

Coherence Domain Multiplexing
The CDM technique can be used in connections of interferometric sensors and

can be adjusted to many physical structures. In the CDM technique, a different
unbalanced route from two interfering routes is introduced by each sensor [210]. The
route unbalance is recompensed separately by the reading unit for each sensor. The key
consideration for coherent domain multiplexed sensor network is the necessity to ensure
that only the routes intended for interference are coupled closely. This is easy to construct
in an extrinsic-reference ladder configuration: the route length of the each sequential
sensor should be longer than the previous route [211].
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6.1.5

Polarization Division Multiplexing
The PDM technique is one of the key techniques for a high capacity and high

performance optical communication system. The PDM technique can double the system
efficiency and capacity by carrying independently two data in two orthogonal
polarization states [212]. An all-optical regenerator based on a polarization nonlinear
loop mirror is purposed [213]. Two polarization tributaries of a PDM signal can be
regenerated simultaneously and reassembled automatically with this kind of generator.
Configuration and principle can be seen somewhere else in detail [213, 214].
6.2

Experimental Setup
The EF-FLRD sensors were fabricated in the same way as for the construction of

the previous biological, chemical, and physical sensors. All FLRD sensors consist of two
major parts: a sensor control system and a sensor unit. The control system contains a CW
diode laser source, a photodetector (Thorlabs, PDA50B), an oscilloscope (Tektronix,
410A), and electronic control devices, such as current controller, temperature controller,
and pulse generator. The sensor unit consisted of a SMF loop which was connected via
two identical 2×1 fiber couplers (Opnetic Communication, Co.) and a sensor head. The
sensor head was fabricated by etching a part of the fiber in 48% HF solution during ~33
min after the plastic jacket of the fiber was removed and then cleaned with methanol.
Fiber core and fiber cladding diameters are ~8.2 µm and 125 µm, respectively. The fiber
couplers were produced with a split ratio of 99.9:0.1. The total optical loss of the light in
the fiber loop, including fiber connectors’ insertion loss, absorption loss, and fiber
couplers’ losses, was estimated to be < 0.45 dB. The typical estimated loss estimated by
the splicer was 0.02 - 0.04 dB. Fiber had 120 m length in total.
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When a laser beam was coupled into the fiber loop, the ringdown signal observed
by the photodetector was applied to a pulse generator (SRS, DG 535) to trigger the
generator to generate a series of negative square waves. These waves were applied to the
laser driver to drop laser current to zero quickly, resulting in producing a series of laser
pulses from the CW diode laser. A series of pulsed spikes which were generated from
each turn of the laser pulse inside the fiber loop was observed by the photodetector. The
ringdown time was monitored by an oscilloscope.
Two and three of several fabricated EF-FLRD sensors were connected in series
and parallel to setup a sensor network. First, as shown in Figure 6.4, two FLRD sensors
were connected in series by using a three-arm fiber loop as a first loop to a two-arm fiber
loop as a second loop. Then, three FLRD sensors were combined together subsequently
to setup an EF-FLRD sensor network. In this configuration, two three-arm fiber loops
were connected via FC/APC fiber connectors. Later, a second three-arm fiber loop was
connected to a two-arm fiber loop to complete three units connection in series
configuration. Afterwards two FLRD sensors were joined in a series configuration, as
explained previously and shown in Figure 6.4, and connected to a 1×2 MEMS optical
switch kit to control each sensor individually. Moreover, two and three sensors were
connected in a parallel configuration by splitting the laser pulse into two and three equal
parts. Ringdown signals from each loop were coupled in a fiber connection cable and the
photodetector received the coupled signal through fiber connection cable. Also, two loops
were connected to the 1×2 MEMS optical switch kit in a parallel configuration to control
each sensor separately. Each configuration, series and parallel, is explained in detail in
the following parts of this chapter.
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6.3
6.3.1

EF-FLRD Sensor Network: Series Configuration
Two FLRD Sensors in Series Configuration
Figure 6.4 illustrates the design of the FLRD sensor network consisting of two

loops in series configuration. Laser pulse from the laser source of intensity I0 was
injected into Loop 1. The first coupler transferred 0.1% of I0 into a three arms-fiber loop
and transmitted 99.9% of I0 to a two-arm fiber loop as an input light pulse. 0.1% of the
99.9% of I0 was injected into the second loop through the fiber coupler, and 99.9% of the
99.9% I0 was reflected back. The reflected portion of the pulse was isolated by a fiber
isolator to eliminate superposition of the transferred beam from three-arm fiber loop and
the reflected beam from the two-arm fiber loop. Each loop had its own ringdown time
because each loop had a different fiber length due to multiple cuts during sensor head
fabrication, insertion losses, etc. As shown in Figure 6.4, the loops’ outputs were
connected by using a fiber optic connection cable which had approximately 50/50 split
ratio. A very small portion of light pulses from each loop was coupled into a fiber optic
connection cable which was used to combine outputs of the fiber loops, and the
photodetector received the signals through the connection cable. A sensor network
configuration setup by using three FLRD sensors is presented in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4

Schematic illustration a sensor network in series configuration for two
FLRD sensors.

Figure 6.5(a) and (b) show the collected data from two different tests. Several
FLRD sensors were fabricated and tested by connecting two sensors in series
configuration in each experiment. The connection of the sensors was as shown in Figure
6.4. First, the response of each loop in DI water was recorded in terms of ringdown time;
then, the sensors were immersed into DI water in order of Loop 2, Loop 2+1, and Loop 1.
As shown in Figure 6.5(a), initially, ringdown time was recorded when both sensors were
in air. After that, each sensor was tested in DI water individually. Later, both sensors
were immersed into DI water in the aforementioned order. Figure 6.5(b) shows another
experiment’s result. The experiment was repeated by using the same two units in a
slightly different parameter setup. Similarly, both sensors were tested in DI water
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individually, afterward; the sensors were plunged to DI water alternately and
simultaneously. Both experiment results have the same trend which indicates that a
sensor network by using two FLRD sensors in serial configuration can be potentially
assembled. A sensor network setup by using FLRD sensors offers high sensitivity, fast
response, near-real time monitoring, and low cost.
For two coupled signals, each sensor has different contributions to the coupled
signals. Therefore, each sensor’s contribution can be estimated by calculating coupling
coefficients. Ringdown time values from individual and coupled sensors are given below:
7.18
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,
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,
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(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
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where Equation (6.1) shows averaged ringdown times from Figure 6.7(a), Equation (6.3)
shows averaged ringdown times for the data in Figure 6.7(b), and Equation (6.5) shows
averaged ringdown times for data in another experiment of two loops connected in series
configuration. We can easily find two coefficients a and b from Equations (6.2) and (6.4).
From Equation (6.2), we have;
.

∗ .
.

.

(6.7)

When we plug in a value in Equation (6.4), we can find b value. After plugging Equation
(6.7) into Equation (6.4), b value is given as;
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0.354.

(6.8)

By plugging b value into Equation (6.2), a value is given as:
0.780.

(6.9)

To prove that a and b values work for any two loop connection in series configuration,
we can plug the values in Equation (6.6). It is given as;
8.81

0.780 ∗ 7.39
8.81

0.354 ∗ 8.34
8.71

(6.10)
(6.11)

1.13% deviation is expectedly normal because a small number of experiment was
considered for the calculation. This simple simulation shows that we can investigate each
sensor’s contribution to a coupled signal.
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Responses of two FLRD sensors connected in serial configuration.

Four different FLRD sensors were fabricated and tested in two different experiments by
connecting in serial.
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6.3.2

Three FLRD Sensors in Series Configuration
Figure 6.6 represents a design of FLRD sensor network consisting of three loops

in series configuration. Two three-arm loops and one two-arm loop were connected to
each other through FC/APC fiber connectors. When a laser pulse of intensity I0 was sent
to Loop 1, 0.1% of I0 was coupled into Loop 1 through the FC/APC fiber coupler. The
rest of the beam was transmitted to be used as the input light pulse for Loop 2. The other
coupler transferred 0.1% of 99.9% of I0 into Loop 2 and transmitted the rest of the beam
to Loop 3. Approximately 99.8% of initial laser pulse of intensity I0 was used as input
light pulse for Loop 3. Therefore, different amounts of laser pulses traveled inside each
loop, resulting in different ringdown times. A very small portion of light pulses from each
loop was coupled into a fiber optic connection cable which was used to combine all
output channels of the fiber loops, and the photodetector received the signals through the
connection cable. A sensor network configuration setup by using three FLRD sensors is
illustrated in Figure 6.6.
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Schematic illustration a sensor network in series configuration for three
FLRD sensors.

Figure 6.7 shows the response of three serially connected FLRD sensors in air and
DI water. First, the sensors were tested individually in DI water to observe each sensor’s
response in terms of ringdown time. Later, the sensors were immersed into DI water
alternately, as a pair, and all together in order of Loop 3, Loop 2, Loop 1, Loop 3, Loop
3+2, Loop 3+2+1, Loop 2+1, and Loop 1, respectively. When Loop 3+2, Loop 2+1, and
Loop 3+2+1 were immersed into DI water, two and three coupled signals were received
by the photodetector and recorded in terms of ringdown time. For coupled signals in
Figure 6.7(a), each sensor had different contributions to the coupled signals. Therefore,
each sensor’s contribution can be estimated by calculating coefficients by the following;
7.902

,

8.229
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,

8.517

(6.12)

8.328
where

,

,

,

9.122

,

8.998

are individual ringdown times of each sensor.

ringdown time of Loop 3 and Loop 2.

(6.13)
is coupled

is coupled ringdown time of three loops.

is coupled ringdown time of Loop 2 and Loop 1.
8.328
9.122

∗
∗

8.998

b∗
b∗

b∗

(6.14)
a∗

(6.15)

a∗

(6.16)

Subtracting Equation (6.16) from Equation (6.15) will gives
0.124

c ∗ 7.902
c

(6.17)

0.157.

(6.18)

Then, plugging c into Equation (6.14) leads us to find the value of b.
8.328

0.157 ∗ 7.902
b

b ∗ 8.229

(6.19)

0.997.

(6.20)

Finally, plugging b into Equation (6.16) gives the value of a.
8.998

0.997 ∗ 8.229
a

a ∗ 8.517

(6.21)

0.093.

(6.22)

After the calculations, we obtained 0.093, 0.997, and 0.0157 for a, b, and c,
respectively. Similar calculations were applied to three other experiment results to obtain
an average of all of the values. The averaged values for , ,

̅ are 0.0905, 0.9965,

and 0.0212, respectively. The averaged constants were plugged into another experiment
result for validation. The experimental result of coupled ringdown time of the three loops
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was 8.297 µs. Calculated coupled ringdown time of the three loops was 8.104 µs. For
coupled two loops, experimental results of
respectively, and calculated results for

and
and

were 7.529 µs and 8.055 µs,
were 7.415 µs and 7.954 µs,

respectively. The existence of the deviation between the experimental and theoretical
results is normal because a small number of constants were averaged, and each sensor
had different optical losses.
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Figure 6.7

Responses of three FLRD sensors connected in serial configuration.
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6.3.3
6.3.3.1

Two FLRD Sensors in Series Configuration by using 1×2 MEMS Optical
Switch
Optical Switch Kits
Optical switching is one of the most common devices for multiplexing. Sensors

can be connected to optical switch kits either in series or in parallel configurations.
Optical switch kits can be used in 1×N or 2×N configurations. Optical switch kits in both
configurations and with up to 100 channels are commercially available. In this study, a
1×2 MEMS optical switch kit was used to connect two FLRD sensors in both series and
in parallel configurations. The 1×2 MEMS optical switch kit is dual-directional. The
input channel on the 1×2 MEMS switch can also be used as an output channel. Figure 6.8
shows a 1×2 optical switch kit (Thorlabs) used to setup a sensor network for two FLRD
sensors in series and parallel configurations.
As shown in Figure 6.8, the switch kit has three channels. Channel 2 can be used
as an input when two FLRD sensors are connected in series configuration and can be
used as an output when two FLRD sensors are connected in parallel configuration.
Channels 3 and 4 are sensors’ connection points. The status indicator shows which loop
is active. For instance, if it shows 1, the sensor connected to channel 4 is active. USB port
connects the switch kit to the computer. A toggle switch is used to switch channels
manually. Power on indicator shows whether the switch kit is on or off.
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USB connection

Power-on
Indicator

Laser outputs
TTL input
Toggle Switch

Figure 6.8

1×2 MEMS optical switch kit.

For serial connection of two FLRD sensors, a laser beam from a laser source was
injected into the three-arm fiber loop which was joined to the two-arm fiber loop. Outputs
of fiber loops were connected to channel 3 and channel 4 of the 1×2 MEMS switch kit.
Figure 6.9(a) shows two FLRD sensors connected to the switch kit in a series
configuration. When the status indicator showed 1, the signal was received by the
photodetector from only the sensor connected to channel 4. When status indicator showed
2, signal was received by the photodetector from only the sensor connected to channel 3.
Signals from each loop were sent to the photodetector through channel 2 which was
labeled with red circle in Figure 6.8. Received signals by the photodetector were
collected by an oscilloscope, and data were recorded in a computer.
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For parallel connection of two FLRD sensors, a laser beam from a laser source
was injected into the 1×2 MEMS optical switch kit through channel 2 which was labeled
with a red circle in Figure 6.8. Channel 2 became the input for two FLRD sensors
connected in parallel configuration due to the double-way working feature of 1×2 MEMS
optical switch kit. Channels 3 and 4 were used as inputs for two loops connected in
parallel configurations. When status indicator showed 1, the sensor connected to channel
4 was active which meant that the laser pulse was injected into only channel 4. When
status indicator showed 2, the sensor connected to channel 3 was active which meant that
the laser pulse was coupled into the loop connected to channel 3 through channel 3.
Loops’ outputs were connected to a two-arm fiber optic connection cable in a Y shape
which had approximately 50/50 split ratio. After two outputs were combined by the
connection cable and became one output, the output was connected to the photodetector
to receive the signal by the detector. Received signals were collected in oscilloscope and
data were recorded on a computer.
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Two FLRD sensors connected to a 1×2 MEMS optical switch kit; a) in
series configuration, b) in parallel configuration.

Figure 6.10 shows a computer control panel of a 1×2 MEMS optical switch kit.
While a sensor network setup in either series connection or parallel connection with two
FLRD sensors is running, the switch kit can be controlled easily from the computer by
turning on, turning off, or selection of channel 1 or 2 to collect data as shown in Figure
6.10.
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Figure 6.10

MEMS optical switch kit control panel.

Small square on the right of the screen is the control panel for MEMS switch kit, and the
big square is a software for FLRD system.
6.3.3.2

Experimental Results
Two FLRD sensors were connected in series by using a 1×2 MEMS optical

switch kit. Figure 6.11 shows the response of the sensors when connected to an optical
switch kit. Loop 2 was tested in air-DI water cycle first, then, connection was switched to
Loop 1. Similarly, Loop 1 was tested in air-DI water cycle. Series configuration of two
FLRD sensors was established and tested successfully. Each loop had different ringdown
time due to having different sensitivity, different optical and insertion losses, and
different fiber lengths. As shown in Figure 6.11, parallel connection of two FLRD
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sensors can be controlled individually. A sensor network setup by using two FLRD
sensors in parallel configuration provides fast response, high sensitivity, and near-real
time monitoring.

Loop 2

Loop 1

DI Water
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Point
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14
12
10

Air
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Air

8
6

Air

13:40

14:00

14:20

14:40

Air

15:00

Experimental time (hh:mm)
Figure 6.11

6.4
6.4.1

Two FLRD sensors connected in series and controlled by using 1×2
MEMS optical switch kit.

EF-FLRD Sensor Network: Parallel Configuration
Two FLRD Sensors in Parallel Configuration
Figure 6.12 illustrates a design of FLRD sensor network in parallel configuration

for identically fabricated two FLRD sensors. A laser pulse from the laser source of
intensity I0 was injected into the loops after the pulse was split into two equal parts. 0.1%
of each split pulse was coupled into fiber loops through fiber couplers. The rest of the
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beams were reflected back. 0.1% of the 0.1% coupled pulses was transferred to the
photodetector from each loop for every lap of the pulses inside the loops. Signals were
coupled into a fiber optic connection cable which had 50/50 split ratio. The photodetector
received the coupled signal through a connection cable. A sensor network configuration
setup by using two FLRD sensors in parallel is presented in Figure 6.12.

Fiber Couplers
Loop 1

(0.1/ 99.9%)

Sensor Head

Laser
Souırce
Loop 2
Sensor Head

Figure 6.12

Photo
Detector

Schematic illustration a sensor network in parallel configuration for two
FLRD sensors.

Figure 6.13 shows collected data from two different experiments. Several FLRD
sensors were fabricated and tested by connecting two in parallel configurations in each
experiment. The connection of sensors was as shown in Figure 6.12. The sensors were
tested in air and DI water in order of both in air, Loop 2 in DI water, both in DI water,
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again Loop 2 in DI water (Loop 1 was exposed to air), and both in air. Coupled signal
when both sensors were in DI water was collected by the photodetector through a fiber
optic connection cable which had approximately 50/50 split ratio. The experiment was
repeated by using the same two units in a different parameter setup, as shown in Figure
6.13(b). Both results had the same trend, and therefore, experiments were repeatable.
Results indicate that sensor network using two FLRD sensors in parallel configuration
can be potentially assembled. A sensor network setup by using FLRD sensors offers high
sensitivity, fast response, near-real time monitoring, and low cost.
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Responses of two FLRD sensors connected in parallel configuration.

Four different FLRD sensors were fabricated and tested in two different experiments by
connecting in parallel.
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6.4.2

Three FLRD Sensors in Parallel Configuration
Figure 6.14 represents a design of FLRD sensor network formed by three

identically fabricated FLRD sensors in a parallel configuration. Laser pulses from the
laser source of intensity I0 were coupled into the loops after the pulse was split into three
equal parts by a three-arm fiber optic connection cable. 0.1% of each split pulse was
injected into the fiber loops through FC/APC fiber couplers. The rest of the beams were
reflected back. 0.1% of injected pulses inside the loops was transferred to the
photodetector via a second FC/APC fiber coupler in every round of 0.1% pulses inside
the loops. Signals were coupled into a fiber optic connection cable. The photodetector
received a coupled signal through the connection cable. A sensor network configuration
setup by using two FLRD sensors in parallel is presented in Figure 6.14.
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(0.1/ 99.9%)

Sensor Head
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Souırce

Sensor Head
Photo
Loop 3

Detector

Sensor Head
Figure 6.14

Schematic illustration a sensor network in parallel configuration for three
FLRD sensors.
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Figure 6.15 shows the response of three parallel connected FLRD sensors in air
and DI water. First, the sensors were tested individually in DI water to observe each
sensor’s response. Then, the sensors were immersed into DI water consecutively. Two
and three coupled signals were collected by the photodetector and recorded in terms of
ringdown time. Ringdown times for coupled signals in Figure 6.15(a) included each
relative sensor’s contribution. Each sensor’s contribution can be evaluated by calculating
coefficients by following same concept in Section 6.3.2. After calculation, average values
of a, b, and c constants are given by
0.333,

1.004, ̅

0.107

(6.23)

Three different experiments were conducted for calculation. Each coefficient was
calculated, and three different values of coefficients were averaged. After that, averaged
coefficients were used in another experiment for validation. Theoretical results and
experimental results were very close to each other. For example, experimental result of
three loops in DI water was 13.832 µs. Calculated result by using averaged coefficients
was 13.883 µs. The very small deviation between the experimental and theoretical results
is due to different optical losses of each loop, considering small number of constants to
be averaged, etc.
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Figure 6.15

Responses of three FLRD sensors connected in parallel configuration.
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6.4.3

Two FLRD Sensors in Parallel Configuration by using 1×2 MEMS Optical
Switch
Two FLRD sensors were connected in parallel by using a 1×2 MEMS optical

switch kit which was explained and shown in Section 6.3.3. Figure 6.16 shows the
response of the sensors when the sensors were connected to the optical switch kit. Loop 1
was tested in air-DI water cycle; then, connection was switched to Loop 2. Similarly,
Loop 2 was tested in air-DI water cycle. Parallel configuration of two FLRD sensors was
established and tested successfully.
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Two FLRD sensors connected in parallel and controlled by using a 1×2
MEMS optical switch kit.

Conclusions
EF-FRLD sensors were assembled in series and parallel configurations to set up a

sensor network. First, two FLRD sensors were connected in series configuration and
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tested in the laboratory. Repeatable data shows that two parameters can be detected
simultaneously. Later, the sensor network was expanded by adding one more FLRD
sensor. Three FLRD sensors were combined in series and tested successfully. Likewise,
repeatable data were observed. The results suggest that multi-parameters can be detected
at the same time by connecting N number of FLRD sensors in series combination.
Furthermore, two FLRD sensors were joined in series combination by using a 1×2
MEMS optical switch kit to control each sensor individually. Data from each experiment
could be collected individually, not simultaneously. Second, two FLRD sensors were
connected in parallel configuration and tested in the laboratory. Repeatability was
proven, and data showed that two measurands could be detected simultaneously by using
a FLRD sensor network in parallel configuration. Afterwards, the sensor network formed
by parallelly connected two FLRD sensors was broadened by adding one more FLRD
sensor. Three FLRD sensors were united in series and tested successfully. Like the results
of two sensor in parallel configuration, the results of three parallel connected sensors
were repeatable as well. We also predict for three parallel connected FLRD sensor
network that a multi-functional sensor network can be established for measurement of
multi-parameters simultaneously. Additionally, two FLRD sensors connected in parallel
configuration by utilizing 1×2 MEMS optical switch kit to manage each sensor
individually. Data from each loop can be collected individually, not simultaneously.
We report results from two and three FLRD sensors connected in series and
parallel configurations to set up a FLRD sensor network. Results showed good
reproducibility and repeatability. We indicate that a sensor network can be established by
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connecting two or more FLRD sensors in series and parallel configurations, and multifunctional sensor system can be built up to measure multi-parameters simultaneously.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In the present study, we developed biological, chemical, and physical sensors by
using FLRD technique and setup a sensor network by combining two or more FLRD
sensors in series and parallel configurations. We investigated bulk index- and surface
index-based DNA sensing and one type of bacteria by using the FLRD sensing scheme
combined with the EF sensing mechanism and a FLRD glucose sensor by using refractive
index-difference EF attenuation effect as a sensing mechanism as a biological sensor
(biosensor), HW and different trace elements detection in DI water by utilizing EF-FLRD
technique as chemical sensor, and monitoring water/moisture and cracks in concrete
structure by using the EF-FLRD technique, which was achieved by embedding a section
of SMF into the concrete bars made in the laboratory as physical sensor. A section of a
SMF was etched to fabricate a sensor head and then embedded into concrete bars for
water/moisture monitoring, but the SMF was embedded directly into concrete bars for
crack monitoring. Furthermore, sensor network platforms by combining two and three
FLRD sensors in series and parallel configurations were developed and tested
successfully in this study.
We developed index-based biosensors by utilizing FLRD sensors as biological
sensors. We expected an array of EF-FLRD biosensors to be created with a new type of
refractive index- and surface index-based biosensors by using an EF-FLRD sensing
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scheme. In the sensing scheme, the sensing signal was a time constant, and detection
sensitivity was enhanced by the multi-pass nature of the ringdown technique. Many
sensing mechanisms could be directly adopted into the uniform sensing platform for the
development of distinct sensors. This technique has high potential for biosensor
development. Except for one early study based on cancer cell detection, this technique
has not been explored before. Without using any additional optical components for sensor
head fabrication, our sensor design demonstrated comparable or better performance in
terms of cost, design and configuration, and detection sensitivities. Another type of
biosensor fabricated and tested in our laboratory was a glucose sensor. In this work,
several EF-FLRD sensors were fabricated with and without GOD immobilized on the
surface of the sensor head. Effect of GOD immobilization on the sensor’s performance
was analyzed. Responses of the sensors to standard glucose solutions and synthetic urines
in different glucose concentrations, from 50 mg/dl to 10 g/dl, were monitored.
Furthermore, the detection sensitivities of the sensors for glucose and synthetic urine
solutions were determined as 75 mg/dl and 50 mg/dl, respectively. Estimated theoretical
detection sensitivity of the EF-FLRD glucose sensors tested in this study was
approximately 17 times lower than the glucose renal threshold concentration which is
between 160-180 mg/dl. In this work, we reported results of the sensors’ reproducibility,
response time, GOD coatings’ effect, and detection sensitivities of the FLRD glucose
biosensors.
As chemical sensors, several EF-FLRD sensors for HW and trace elements in DI
water were developed. HW is critically important for nuclear power plants because it is
used as a coolant. HW was tested in the range of 97-10% in our laboratory. The
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concentration of HW was changed by adding DI water into it. Another test for chemical
sensing was based on detecting of trace elements in DI water, such as Fe, Mg, Cd, and P.
Chemical elements having 1000 µg/ml concentrations were detected by directly
immersing FLRD sensors into the solutions, which was bulk index-based sensing
technique. Without utilizing any expensive optical devices, i.e., OSA, or components
such as FBG or LPG, fabricated FLRD chemical sensors showed high sensitivity and fast
response for HW and trace element detection in DI water.
Monitoring water/moisture and crack in concrete structures were very good
examples for application of physical sensors in the real world. My first study on
application of FLRD sensors on real structures was focused on monitoring water or
moisture in concrete structures. The FLRD water sensors with sensor heads were
embedded into hand-made concrete bars. The presence of water around the sensor head in
concrete was detected instantaneously and reversibly by the EF-FLRD sensors when a
small amount of water was leaked into the concrete. In this study, it is presented for the
first time application of EF-FLRD technique in real structures (concrete) for water
monitoring. My second study was monitoring cracks on the surface and inside a concrete
structure. Contrary to water sensors, the FLRD crack sensor head was fabricated using
bare SMF. Fabricated and packaged FRLD crack sensors were embedded in concrete bars
for testing. Manually produced cracks by hammering a nail on the bars were monitored,
and responses of the sensors to the cracks were recorded as a change in the ringdown
times. By this study, the first time FLRD-based crack sensors were fabricated, packaged,
and embedded in real structures (concrete bars) for testing. The FLRD crack sensors may
symbolize a new type of crack sensor for SHM.
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At the final stage of this study, a sensor network by assembling two or more
FLRD sensors in series or parallel configurations was developed. First, two FLRD
sensors were connected consecutively to setup a series configuration, and a laser pulse
was injected into the first loop. Signals from each loop were coupled in a fiber optic
connection cable to convey to a photodetector. The same process was used for three
sensor connection in series as well. Second, two FLRD sensors were multiplexed in a
parallel configuration, and equally split laser pulses were injected into the loops. Signals
from each loop were coupled in a fiber optic connection cable to transfer to a
photodetector. The same process was used for three sensor connection in parallel as well.
All data for two and three sensor connections in series and parallel were presented and
discussed in CHAPTER VI. For three-coupled signals in series and parallel
configurations, contributions of each sensor to the coupled signal were calculated. In
addition, two FLRD sensors were connected in series and parallel configurations to 1×2
MEMS optical switch kit to control each sensor individually. Promising results indicated
that a large number of FLRD sensors could be connected in series or parallel
configurations for the purpose of sensing multi-parameters simultaneously.
This study investigated several applications of a new type of sensing technique
called the FLRD technique. The FLRD technique was carried out on biomedical,
chemical, and physics applications in the present study. This study can be useful for
design, application, and proof-of-the-concept of the FLRD sensors associated with the EF
sensing mechanism. Moreover, this study also demonstrates that fast response and high
sensitive EF-FLRD technique can be a powerful diagnostic tool for biomedical, chemical,
and physical applications when it is combined with FLRD sensors.
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7.1

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The presented research is focused on several applications of FLRD sensors for

detection, measurement, or monitoring of various quantities. Each individual application
has distinctive qualification for specific purposes. A sensor network is highly
advantageous and practical to monitor any system in detail. For instance, setting up a
sensor network on a bridge to control its durability, which several features of the bridge
must be considered, such as pressure on the columns, temperature of the structure, strain
on the ropes, etc., is much advantageous over setting up several sensor systems for each
purpose. Combination and use with maximum efficiency of several EF-FLRD sensors in
one unit with low cost are the most challenging step in sensor networking. Even though a
sensor has a high sensitivity when it is not connected to a sensor network, sensitivity of
the network will decrease after uniting sensors in series or parallel configurations.
Increasing optical loss due to increase in connection points causes a decrease in
sensitivity of the network.
After minimizing each obstruction in a sensor network, developing sensor
networks for biomedical, chemical, and physical applications will be the main objective
in future works. For example, a sensor network for monitoring blood sugar level, heart
rate, body temperature, cholesterol, etc. in a human body can be developed and utilized in
medical applications. Another example, a sensor network to monitor corrosion, crack,
temperature, and pressure, of a nuclear containment building and cooling tower in a
nuclear power plants can be developed and used effectively.
Aforementioned sensors in this dissertation can be combined in series and parallel
configurations to perform sensing multiparameters simultaneously. There is no limit to
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the number of the sensors to be integrated in a sensor network theoretically. It seems that
multi-functional sensor networks will be dominant in many areas such as scientific
applications, auto industries, health monitoring, etc.
7.2

FUTURE APPLICATIONS
A FLRD sensor network can be configured and experiments can be performed on

biomedical applications. For instance, simultaneous detection of several diseases can be
possible. Similarly, a FLRD sensor network can be installed on any construction, such as
bridges, buildings, etc., for simultaneous monitoring of corrosion, cracking, temperature
change, and pressure. Simultaneous monitoring of multi-parameter is extremely
advantegous in terms of low cost, less space, and early maintenance.
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